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ABSTRACT

This comparative descriptive study explored self-esteem

and two aspects of Health Protective Behavior (Uen) patterns

as expressions of the life process in humans. The sampJ.e

consisÈed of t,wo groups of 20 mothers who were randomly

selected on the basís of their appointment-keeping behavior

at a pedíatric clinic in a large urban hospital. Rogers'

(1970) theory of nursing provided the primary conceptual

framework for the study. Within this framework, the

phenomena ¡vere deemed to be expressions of the whole of the

person.

The purpose wâs to determine if there v¡as an associa-

tion between the variables within each of the "attender and

"non-attender" groups and to delermine if the groups were

similar or different on eâch variable.

, A component of Triplett's (1979) 'tPatient Perceptions

of Hea1th Services" instrument was used to measure self-
esteem. A researcher-designed questionnaire was used to

measure the complexity and diversiLy of HPB patterns.

Data r,¡as collected by self-admínistered gues!ionnaire.

Johnson's (1980) behavioral subsystems provided a framework

for analysis,
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Using nonparametric statís!ics, no significant rela-

tionships were found ¡vithin or betlreên the groups. When

interpreted fron the perspective of the conceptual frane-

work, the findings provide a number of useful insights inLo

the variables and appointment-keeping behavior. Qualitative
analysis supported the imporlance of the person in the

wife-mother role in family health care. An expanded defini-
tion of HPBs was exposed. Most of lhe identifíed HPBs ¡rere

personal in nature, subject to individual control , and

reflected health maintenance and health promotion activi-
ties. Behavior changes and their âssocíâted change influ-
ences supported a multidimensional view of HPBs.
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]NTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Health is an expression of the process of life. I! is
a concept generaJ.ly not understood or valued in its own

right, but rather is valued prirnarily in relationship to
role performance (Patrick, Bush, & Chen, 1973). In keeping

with this notion, Forrest (1981) describes health as "a
societal stratagen, a dynamic changing process that enables

society to get its essenlial work done" (p. 139). Similarly
Pratt (1976) says heatth is "a resource that enables indi-
viduaLs to achieve their own goa1s, develop themselves and

assert their ínterests" (p. 8). It is a "biological well-
functioning that provides the body h'ith the physica). capaci-

ties to fulfil all higher order tasks" (Baranowski, 1981, p.

251). Just as role expections and capacities vary from

individual to índividual, so too does the value individuals
place on health. The meaning of health derives fron inter-
action with the environment. The earliest and primary envi-
ronmental influence on the individual is lhe family
(Andreòli & cuillory, 1983 , p, 32).

Health as a concept is separate and distinct from

illness. As such it requires replacement of the traditional
biomedical paradigm, with its emphasis on disease detecLion,

-1-
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treatment and prevention, ilLness behavior, compliance and

caregiver conlrol, by a health paradigm in which the

emphasis is on individual choice and control, health promo-

tíon, and its constituent health-producing behaviors. In
the latter, the roles of the individual and farnily are

elevated to a position of prominence as a health resource.

They become full participants in health care.

Behaviors in which man engages for the purpose of
protecting, promoting, or maintaining health have been

described as "llealth Protective Behaviors (HpB)' (Harris &

Guten, 1979). They are Learned. Parents generate these

behaviors in their children in performing the sociatizing
function of the family. The goal of the socialization
process is Èo ilevelop control. In this case, iÈ is to
develop control over one's health. The extent Èo r,¡hich an

individual is successfuL in this process ís reflected in the

extent to which behavior reflects self-care (Barofsky,

1978). 'While the value an indívidual places on health
derives from interaction with the environment, HpBs reflect
the success of the family socialization process in trans-
Iating these values into actÍons.

The health of our nation depends on the participation
of individuals in health-producing lifestyle behaviors.

Lalonde (I974) reminds us that a health care system with a

bias to cure and illness and whieh rests on a foundation of

advances in medical science has reached a point of
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"diminishing return"--a point where further investnent of

manpower and technology wilI not result in an improved

health status. As rcell, previous najor inprovements in

health status have come, not from interventions that require

change by individuâ1s, but by'public heal!h interventions

that affect the masses (Fuchs, 19721 , Yle have entered a new

era of health care--one in wbich gains in heallh status wilI
be Iinked, not to improved medical knJwledge and interven-

tions geared to the masses, but to an improved environment

and assistance to individuals to nake wise heaLth choices.

The need becomes one of identifying practice strategies that
will enhance an índividualrs heallh-producing behavior.

Tradi!íonal ¡nodes of cIíent education (often ínforma-

tional only), while pervasive and costly, have met with

Iimited success in terms of behavior change. While knowl-

edge may be a necessary resource, it is not sufficient to

motivate health action (aecker, Drachman & Kirscht, !974ì

Goldstein, Greenwald, Nathan, Massarik & Kaback, !977 ì

PraÈt, 1971i }Jeisenberg, Kegeles & Lund, 1980). CIearIy

new, innovative, and goal-dírected forms of teachíng and

counselling clients that take into accounl the fuII range of

influences on health (economic, social, 1egaI, and environ-

ment,al) are needed (Green, 1979, p. 61), Approaches that

are blarning, fear-.inducing, and dernand self-discipline must

be replaced by ones thal r,¡ j.11 facil-itate growth of the indi-
vidual' s seff-care capac i ty.
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Even public health education v¡ith its focus on primary

prevention needs to be challenged. It specifies activities
for the prevention of disease and, should it occur, for

early identifícation and attenuation. Such "specific
activity for dísease prevention may or nay not...be related

to health promotion" (Baranowski, p. 251). An interesting

paradox is created. l.thile many believe that our present

health care system promotes health by arresting' attenu-

ating, or even preventing disease and i1lness, lhe system,

in fact, overlooks primary intervention for the prornotion of

health and wellness in the majority of the population who

are no! diseased, sick, or experiencing a developmental

crisis (pregnancy, birth, etc).
Re search-de r i ved knowleilge is needed to develop frame-

works from which factors influencing health behaviors can be

explored. Nurses need to evaluate sLrategies to improve

their effectiveness in assisting individuals and families to

develop their health resource potential. Such knowledge and

evaLuation will direct nursing practice. Às a result I t

program planníng for health education will become both more

effective and efficient in lerrns of dollars spent.

while acknowledging the importance of behaviors in

terms of subsequent health status (¡e1loc, 1973; Pratt,

1971; Vliley & Canacho, 1980), the investigator of this study

theorized thal the cause of an individual's engaging or not

engaging in HPBs is not strictly voluntary as Lalonde (1974)
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would suggest, but is rather an indirect outgrowth of inter-
action with lhe environment. This interaction provides the

stanina needed to pursue health choices and coping strat-
egies.

Many researchers have attenpted to ísolate variables,

either individually or collectiveIy, and to examine them in

relationship to a variety of researcher-defined health

behaviors (Anderson & Bartkus , !973¡ Be]loc , 1'g7 3; Coburn I
Pope, 1974; Nâthanson, 1977; Pope, 1982). This study

explored the nature of respondent-defined and controlled

health behaviors within the context of an individual's
interaction $ith the environment. It explored the phenom-

enon of health protective behaviors ¡+íthin two groups of

mothers--those described by Ïrea1!h professionals as 'râtten-

ders" and "non-attenders" at a pediatric ambulatory clinic.
It is anticipated that knowledge from this study ¡,¡iII assist

those involved in planning and providing health care to

change their focus from viewing individuals as "consumers"

of health care to one of being "producersrr of heafth (tlarris

& culen, I979t p, 291 .

Conceptual models and nursing theories reiterate that

the focus of nursing is health. Hor,¡ever research and prac-

tice within a medical model persists. The challenge to

nursing is unique. The profession has a long tradition of

working with individuals.and families in a variety of

settings over the lifespan. lt is t.ime nursing expanded its
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role beyond that of i¡nplementation to one of inítiation--one
which rnanipulates factors believed to be related to heaLth

behavíor (Marston, 1978, p, 2I2). Such primary intervention

practice strategies are consistent with the goal of health

promotion and serve to,
strengthen the inlegrity of the man-environment rela-

lionship and to give direction to man's struggle to

achieve new levels of well-being (Rogers, 1970, p.

139).

Review of the Literature
This literature review focuses on nodels and empirical

investígations central to this study. For the most part,

the literature arises from social psychology. 9lorks

emanating from nursing and other health-related fields are

included wherever possible.

For organízational purposes the literature is arranged

ín sections. FoIlowing â sectíon exploring lhe nature of

health behaviors, the 1íterature is divideil ínto factors

associated with health behavior. These are described as

personal, socio-demographic | ând interpersonal factors, The

final section deals with appointment-keeping behavior.
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Nature of Health Behav i or s

There are basic differences in the sÈudy of health

behaviors in terrns of c onc ept ua 1 i za t i on about the rnanner in

which individuals incorporate health behaviors into their
behavior repertoire (Kannas, 198I). Conc ept ua 1 i za t i on can

be described as falling into two najor categories--

unidimensíonal or multidimensionaL.

The multidimensionâ1 view claims there are intrinsic
differences in health behaviors. The factor(s) that give

rise to one heallh behavior are not the same as those that
give ríse to another. The independence of the

relationship is denonstrated by 1ow correlations between

health behavíors.

The unidimensional perspective espouses that an indi-
vidual develops and internalizes all health behaviors in the

same manner. The same factors are operational irrespective

of what specific health behavior is being developed.

Conseguently, an interdependent relationship exists between

various health behavior activities. Thus, an individual who

develops one health behavior is more 1íkely to develop

others (p. 146). If this is true, there should be high

positive correlations between the various health

behavíors--a circumstance which is not welI supported by

empirical study. For example, Steel.e and McBroom (1972)

found Iow correlations betr,reen routine physical examina-

tions, preventive dental examinations, eye examinations, and
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health insurance coverâge. Critical of the narrow and medi-

calIy oriented operationalization of health behaviors in the

SteeIe and McBroom study, Langlie (!977, 1979) expLored the

association between 11 differen! health behaviors. These

included¡ driving behavior, pedestrian behavior, smoking,

hygiene, seat belt use, medical check-ups, dentaL care,

immunizations, screening tests, exercise, and nutritíon.
While she found some correlations between the behaviors,

they were weak, suggesting that the same factors were not

operational in all cases. She vras, however, able to iden-

tify, on the basis of the strength of tl¡e correlations, tt{o
major categories of health behavíors. She described these

as (a) direct risk preventive healt,h behaviors, and (b)

indirect risk preventive health behaviors. The correlations
between the direct risk (driving and pedestrian behavior,

smoking, and personal hygiene) and indirect risk (medicat

check-ups, immunizations, dental care, seât bel.t use, nutri-
tion, and exercise) behaviors were such that similar opera-

tional factors Iikely affected the development of each

category of behaviors. She therefore rejected the

hypothesis that behaviors are strictly independent and

concluded that explanations of direc! risk heaLth behaviors

may not be the same as those for indirect risk health behav-

iors.
In a study involving Canadian working men, Coburn and

Pope (1974) found onJ.y ¡,¡eak associations among health
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behaviors operationalized as preventive medical

examinations, dental examinations, and vaccination against

polio. SiniIarly, BuIlough (1972) found only weak correla-

tions between prenatal visils, prenatal care, and preventive

dental care in a study involving 806 low-income women. Both

studies lend further support to the multidimensional

perspective.

willíams and Wechslet (1972) described the "contextua]

differencesI in health behaviors. For example, some health

behaviors require daily repetition (cleaning teeth,

hygiene), some need periodic attention (medical check-ups),

and some are one-tirne activities. Behaviors also differ
with regard to their comfort, pleasantness, the time they

reguire, implementation prerequisites, and cost. The

researchers claimed that these contextual differences lend

further support !o the rnultidimensional perspective. To

confirm this they explored t'he interrelationship between 12

different preventive behaviors ín lwo studies involvíng a

survey of three suburban Boston groups, I,lhile a few posi-

tive and statistíca1J.y significant relationships were found,

the correlations were generalJ.y weak and the investigâtors

concluded that most health behaviors are independent.

Harris ând Guten (1979) criticized the fact that lhe

majority of information available in the Iiterâture related

to "medically approved health behaviors". Assuming that

"a11 people engage in some behaviors intended to protect
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their health, whether those behaviors are medically approved

or not, and whether they are objectively effectíve or not"

(p. 18), they designed an exploratory study to describe

these behaviors. Their study involved 842 randomly selected

urban adults who were asked to respond to an open-ended

question about what "lhings" they did to protect their
health. In totaL 30 different behaviors were reported by

the respondents. Utilizing cluster-analysis techniques they

were able !o group these behaviors into five calegories.

Categories included: heal!h practices, safety practices,

preventive health care, environmentaf hazard avoidance I and

harmful substance avoidance. Behaviors that did not cluster

were: "pray", "not get down", "discuss hea1th". "use dental

fIoss", "seat belt use", and 'rtake vitamins". Categories so

determined support the notion that health behaviors are

multidimensional in nature.

Further, they examined the relationship between HeâIth

Belíef Model (HBM) variables ând the three largest clusters

of HPBs--health practices, safety practices, and preventive

practices. While moderate relationships were found with

some HPBs, no single HBM variable predicted behavior in all
three clusters, Iending further support to the multidimen-

s i onal perspective.

llhile the empirical evidence seems to support the inde-

pendence of health behaviors, the evidence is far from

conclusive. The Haefner, Kegeles, Kirscht and Rosenstock
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(1967) study distinctly supports the unidimensional view.

They conceptualized health behaviors as physician visits,
dental visits, toothbrushing practices, and tests for tuber-

culosis and cancer. They found that individuals who engaged

in a partÍcular health action tended to engage in others

thereby concludíng that "people dispJ.ay a generalized

pattern of response concerning preventive health action" (p.

455). Likewise, studies such as Robertson' 0'NeíI1 and

llixom (1972) which use a single health behavior as the

dependent variable, imply that the investigators conceptu-

alize health behaviors as being unidimensíonal. 1n fact,

these authors argue that findings from one sLudy are genera-

Iizable to other situâtions (p. 2a).

In sun¡nary, the dimensions of health behaviors are far

from clear. In spite of the extensive research on health

behaviors, few researchers have pâid attention !o exploring

t,he nature of the variable. In factr nost investigators use

only a few health behaviors from a narrow and often medi-

cally defined,range of behaviors to represent the universe

of health behaviors. Such narrow conceptualization and

operationalization of the variable makes assessnent of

dimensionality impossible. Moreover, it can seriously hand-

icap the growth of knowledge and subsequent developnent of

expfanâtory conceptual framer¡orks.
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Factors Àssociated with Heallh Behaviors

Numerous factors have been explored for their rela!ion-

ship or predictive value ¡rith regard to a wide variety of

health behaviors. Ðeyo and Inui (1980) present eight broad

categories into which these predictor variables can be

organized: pãtient factors, features of the provider,

features of the disease, features of the therapeutic

reginen, features of the provider-patient interaction,

access factors, features of the facility and the administra-

tive process, and the environrnent. The medical orienlation

of these categories reflects the research emphasis on depen-

dent varÍables which have been prescribed and defined by

professíonals--a likeIy reilection of the stímulus given to

lhis type of reseârch by the growing efficacy of various

medical treatments and the discovery of 1ífestyle related

risks to longevily. 1n general, researchers have tended to

avoid those health maintenance and health promotive behav-

iors which are difficutt to define and neasure, favouring

inslead to concentrate on more easily measured

professíonal-defined behavíors e.g. adherence to medical

regimensf appointnent-keeping behavíor ' etc. The primary

motivation for such health behavior research seens academic

rather than praclical in thal it has contributed only margi-

nally to knowledge about neaningful inÈerventions to assisl

clients to rnake positive health-producing choices.
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This section of the literature reviews sone of the

independent variables receiving the most research atlention.

Personal factors. Perceptual psychologists suggest

that atl behavior is a function of the perceptions an indi-
vidual has of his phenomenal (conscious) field (Combs, !97!¡

Fitts, Àdams, Radford, Richard, Thomas, Thomas & Thompson'

1971; Hamachek, 1971). Central to the phenonenal field are

self conceptions--the way the self ís perceived and experi-

enced by an individual. Às such a person accêpts or rejecls

new experiences in terms of how consistent or' cornpatible

they are wíth his perceived self. The goal is one of míni-

mizing conflict. Thus self concept theory is similar to the

Theory of Cognitive Dissonance (Festinger, 1957 ) which

proposes thât the presence of incongruence between what an

individual knows or recognizes as reality and what he does

motivates behavior.

SeIf-estee¡n is a hypothetical construct used to

describe a person's sense of worth. It is a subset or

subcomponent of self concept (wells & MarwelI, 1981). It
is,

related to nâintenance of the self, or self concept, ín

that revisions of the self concept that entail the risk
of lor¡ered self-esteem are threatening and therefore

resisted (ritts et al. , Ig7I, p. 18).

Many theorists believe that high self-esteem ís related

to "healthy" behavior. They espouse thât it a11ows an
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individual to be "more socially and psychologically

functional" (we11s & MarwelI, p. 70). However, another

school of thought suggests the opposite. IL suggests that

there ís a negative relationship between self-esteem and

"desirable behaviors". Those making this claím lheorize

that those with 1or,¡ self-esteem are IikeIy to be less rigíd
and more open to information and change (p. 70-71).

Self concept and self-esteem have been used to predic!

and explain behavior in a wide range of areas--academic

achievement, job performance, rehabilítation success, delin-
quency behavior, and marital success, to name a few.

Hol'ever, f e¡v studies relate self concept or any of its
subcomponents to health behaviors. Only three such studies

were found in this review.

HalIal (1982) studied the relationshíp between health

beliefs, locus of control, and self concept in practicers

and non-prâcticers of breasL self-examination (BsE). She

found that pracÈicing BSE was correlated with high self
concept scores on the Tennessee SeIf Concept Scale.

In â study of salicylâte compliance behavior in adoles-

cents wÍth juvenile rheunatoid arthritis, Litt, Cuskey, and

Rosenberg (1982) found that high levels of self-esteem were

associated with adherence to the prescribed regimen.

Hovrever, in a similar study Iooking at self concept in rela-

tionship to compliance in a group of 71 male patients

enroLled in a hypertensive clinic no such relationship was

established (endreoli, 1981) .
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The most reseârched group of perceptual variables r¡ith

regard to preventive health behavior are those Èhat together

form the Health Belief Model (HBM). The model derives from

social learning and decision theory and focuses on indi-
vidual perceplions. It was developed in the 1950s by Drs.

tlochbaum, Kegeles, LeventhâI, and Rosenstock for the purpose

of providing a theoretical f rarnework within which knor+J.edge

regarding preventive health behaviors could accumulate. Its
orientation is phenomenological. As such it suggests that

it is "the world of the perceiver that determines what he

will do and not the physical environrnent, except as the

physical environment comes to be represented in the mind of

the behaving individual" (Rosenstock, !974, p, 2). Thus

people are restrÍcted to actions which faIl within the

confines of what they believe to exist which may or may not

concur $ith the scientifically influenced beliefs of health

professionals.

The model eiplains behavior in terms of: (a) psycho-

Iogical readiness to act, and (b) the extent to which a

specific action ís believed, by the individual, to be effec-
tive ín reducing a specific threa! (Rosenstock, L966, p.

9g). Readiness is determined by both the degree to which an

individual feels susceptible (vulnerable) to a specific

health problem and his perceived seriousness of the conse-

guences should he contract the heâlth problem. Conditions

that further enhance the Iikelihood of performing a health-
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related behavior include the absence of barriers to taking

the action and the presence of cues to iniÈiate the action
(p. 99-101) .

Arising from Rosenstock's (1966) admissíon that the HBM

was not intended to explain all health actions, but only

those undertaken by "individuals who believe themselves to

be free of symptons or illness" (p. 9z), a definitíon
similar to that used by KasI and Cobb (L966), the model was

expanded. For example, Becker, Haefner, Kasl, Kirscht,

Maimon, and Rosenstock (1977)i Becker, Kaback, Rosenstock,

and Ruth (1975); and Becker and Mainon (1975) introduced lhe

notion that health motivation or the interest an individual

has in health-related matters influences the decision to

engage in health action. Kirscht (I974) adapted the HBM to

illness behavior and Becker (I974) and Becker et al. (1974)

elaborated on the definition of perceived susceptibility to
make ít applicable to sick-role behavior. KasI (1974) modi-

fied the HBM to make it applicable to chroníc illness
behav i or .

While research employing an HBM franework is extensive

and falls in the areas of preventive health, í1Iness,

chronic illness, and sick-role behaviors, only that

pertaining to preventive health behavior was reviewed. For

organizational purposes studies llere reviewed by design;

cross-sectional, prospective, and. experimenÈal,
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The rna jority of studies using lhe HBM conceplual frame-

¡qork are cross-sectional in design. One such study r,ras that

of Kegeles, KirschL, Hâefner, and Rosenstock (1965). It
involved a national probability survey of 1493 women. They

found a positive relationship between perceived efficacy of

taking a Papanicolaou test for cancer detection and the

taking of such action. The relationship vras stronger in

those with higher income, education, and occupational

Ievel s .

Using a two-group comparison design, Becker et aI.
(1975) explored notivation, susceptibility, severity,
benefits, and barriers in reÌationship to participation in a

genetíc screening test for Tay-Sachs disease in an educated,

affluent, at-risk group. Participation was associated with

the desire for children in the future (motivation), high

perceived susceptibility to being a carrier, high perceived

seriousness of Tay-Sachs, knowledge of amniocentesis, posi-

tive feelings about abortion, and few perceived barriers to

having a test. While the researchers acknowledge that it is

unlikely that all the HBM variables have equal predictive 
,

power I their study ilesign did nol allow such analysis.

1n 1973 sorne 3500 ¡nembers of the vancouver ,Jewish

community vrere the target population for a Tay-Sachs

screening progrâm. Following an extensive education program

that provided facts about Tay-Sachs disease, 900 individuals

participated in the screening program. One year later
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vertinsky, Yang, Macl.,eod, and Hardwick (1976) sent a ques-

tionnaire to the particípants. In addition to demographic

information, the questionnaire was designed to collect
infornalion regarding respondent knowledge about Tay-Sâchs,

perceived susceptibility, perceived barriers and benefits to
the screening program, family planning beliefs, and how they

Learned about Èhe program. High perceived susceptibility
was associated with increased participation in the screening

clinic. Fear that being a carrier would jeopardíze the

marriageability of their children was a barrier to partici-
pation.

Stillman (1977) studied beliefs about breast cancer and

breast self-exarnination (BsE) ín 122 wornen. Àssuming that
perceived seriousness of breast cancer was high, she did not

measure this variable. For perceived susceptibility and

perceived benefits, 878 and 97å respectively scored high.

Hoi{ever, only 408 practiced monthly BSE and more than 204 of

those who perceived BsE as benefícial did not engâge in this
prevent,ive health practice.

Manfredi, Warnecke, Graham, and Rosenthal (1977)

studied the relationship between perceived threât (fear),

perceived susceptibility, belief in early detection of

breast cancer, and knowledge about breast self-exanination

in a random sample of 696 black r+omen. While aIJ. indepen-

dent variables were associated with the ability lo perform

BSE, belief in the efficacy of early detection showed the

greatest correlation.
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Gochman (1972) explored the relatíonshíp between

perceivecl vulnerability, perceived benefits and barriers,

and intention to visit the dentist. The sampJ.e involved 774

school children. While each predictor variable was indepen-

dently associated with the intention to visit the dentist,

the predictive capability was enhanced when motivation,

operationalized as concern about appearance ¡ was high. The

weakest predictor was perceived benefits. Gochrnan thereby

concluded that a modification of the HBM was called for--one

which incorporated the health motivation variable.

All these cross-sectional surveys have two major limi-
Èations. Fírstly, they are retrospective in nature--a situ-
ation subject to the vagary of recall on the part of the

subject. Second1y, while the investigators make no explicit
claims !o the t,ine ordering of the variables, there is an

irnplicit assumption that beliefs exist prior to the

behavior. Acknowledging the design weaknesses of these

studies, a nunber of researchers used a prospective or

experimental design to more fully explore the nature of

health behaviors. Four prospective and three experimental

studies are rev i er,¡ed here.

In a three-year prospective study, Kegeles (1963)

found, in a random sample of factory workers who had a

company dental p1an, that those who perceived themselves

susceptible to dental problems made more preventive dental

visits over the next three years. A greater proporlion of
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those vrho perceived preventive dental vísits as beneficial

took action. Barrier factors such as pain and anxiety were

also found to be predictors of preventive ilental behavior.

However no relationshíp was found between perceived serious-

ness and preventive dental behavior--a finding KegeLes

relates to the fact that dentâI disease is not conmonly

be1íeved to be ser ious.

In the Becker, Nathanson, Drachnan, and Kírscht (7977)

study, 250 lower socioeconomic status mothers were inter-
viewed regarding health attitudes and beliefs. Their utili-
zation of pediatric cliníc services was then followed for

three and a half years. UtiLization behavior was categor-

ized in terms of: (a) well child care, (b) acute illness

care, (c) accídent care, and (d) appointment-keeping. Both

perceived susceptibility and severity were positively asso-

ciated with illness visits and negatively associated wilh

preventive clinic visits. Àppointment-keeping behavior ¡+as

associated with satisfaction with the clinic ând the doctor

and convenience of the appointment time. They concluded

that while health beliefs are useful in predictíng future

utilization, the determinants of utilizalion for preventive

health care are different from those for acute care.

Studies by Cummings I Jetter Brock, and Hâefner (1979)

and coldstein et al . (1977 ) raise doubt as to the applica-

bility of the HBM in predicting preventive health behavior.

In a v¡elL designed prospective study, Goldstein et al.
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(I977) explored the relationshíp between HBM variables and

parlicipalion in a Tay-Sachs screening program of university
students. of the original group of 4L9 fron whom baseline

health belief information was collected, 23.88 (100) r¡ere

among the 1845 who participated in the screening program

following a four-week educational program. No relationship
was found beÈr,¡een perceived susceptibiiity and perceived

seriousness and health behavior. Ethnicity was found to be

the variable nost associated with participation in the

genetic screening program.

Cummings et al. (1979) capitalized on an anticipated

outbreak of swine influenza to investigate the predictive
power of HBM variables, behavior intention, social ínf1u-

ence, physician advice, socioeconomic status, and past expe-

rience with flu shots in gelting a swine f1u vaccination.

Forty percent of the variance v¡as accounted for by the

predictor variables. Physician advice, social ínfluence,

and intention showed the strongest correlation r+ith later
health behavior. Correlation values were .343, .250, and

.581. respectively. While aIl the HBM variables had positive

significant correlations with getting an inoculation, they

were much weaker. Using path analysis lhey concLuded that

"most of the HBM variables' ínfluence on behavior is medi-

ated through behavior intention" (p. 6a8).

Studies having particular relevance to healt.h care

practitioners are those thal use an experimental treatment

to change behavior. Three such studies were found.
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Kegeles (1969) used a six-group experimental design !o

sLudy health behavior in non-white urban ghetto women.

After measurÍng pre-experirnental be1íefs, Kegeles used an

educational comnunicatíon regarding cervical cancer as the

experimental treat¡nent. He determined lhat high perceived

vulnerability ând efficacy did not influence action
(attending clinic for Papanicolaou screening). I.lhiIe equal

numbers of experimental and control subjects indicated an

intention to take action, twice as many experimenlal

subjects actually did so. The researcher concluded lhat the

experimental communÍcation was not effective in changing

beliefs but rather acted only as a cue to behavíor.

Haefner and Kirscht (1970) involved 166 paid nonaca-

denic university employee volunteers in a four-group experi-

mental sludy. Subjects were randornly assigned to groups.

All experimental groups were shown films on cancer, heart

disease, and tuberculosis on each of three successive days.

The control group did not see any f i1rns, but like the exper-

imental groups, they completed questionnaires designed to

measure their health beliefs. Eight nonths later the inves-

tigators surveyed both experimental and control groups for

any self-reported health behaviors. Those having viewed the

f ilrns had a heightened belief in susceptibility but no

change in perceived seriousness. The experímental groups

scored higher on perceived benefits of preventive action and

reported engaging in more preventive behaviors (check-ups
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and x-rays) in the absence of syrnptoms. There was no

difference between the groups for other health practices.

They concluded that while films rnay be effective in ¡nodif -

ying beliefs, they are behavior specific and not sufficient
to influence a broader range of health practices.

In a sample of. 254 school children, Weisenberg et aI.
(1980) explored the influence of an educatíon program

regarding preventive dental care on subsequent beliefs and

behaviors (agreeing to participate, getting parentâI permís-

sion, and receiving three topical fluoride treatments).

Health beliefs were measured using Gochman's (1972) instru-
menls before and after the education program. Subjects were

then divided into three groups! (a) a control group who

receíved no incentive other than the educational programl

(b) a group that in aildition to the educational progran,

received a reward, anil (c) a group Èhat participated in a

discussion group after the educatíonal progran. 'They found

that while information provided in the educationaL program

resulted in an increased knowledge level it did not change

beliefs. Urban children had lower perceived susceptibility
than those in the suburbs. Perceived susceptibílity was

associated with health behaviors but not ín t,he direction
predicted by the HBM. Failing to demonstrate the predicted

relationship between health beliefs and behavior, the

authors suggest that "health beliefs and behavior might be

parallel developments in the individual that need nol be

causaIi.y related" (p. 59).
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WhiIe the HBM hâs provoked and focused research on the

area of preventive health behavior, much of the research is

inconclusive. Explanations for why people act the way they

do wiLh regard to health matters were incomplete. The

implicit unídimensional view posited by the HBM is a major

limiting facLor. Bolh the cross-sectional, retrospecÈive

studíes, and the rnethodologically stronger prospective and

experinental ones, lack clarity and consistency in the oper-

ationalization of HBM and health behavior variables. 9¡ith

respect to the former, Mikhail (1981) says,

a1!hough the Health BeIief Model has provided theoret-

ical definitions lor the major constructs of variables

included, agreement on the neaning of these constructs

is not yet achieved and difficulties in operational-

izing some of them are still encountered b. 72),

Jette, Cummings, Brock, Phelps, and Naessens (1981)

addressed this issue. They used factor analysis to explore

the validity and reliability of instruments purported to

measure the various health beliefs. They concluded that HBM

variables are. independent and dístinct to the extent that

they can be treated as different betíefs. Àlso "condition-
specific measures of perception of susceptibílity and

severity and situation-specific measures of perceived

barriers are empirically distinct from general measures of

these beliefs" (p. 81). In general lhey concluded that

existing inslruments used to measure health beliefs are

"moderale1y reIiable".
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with the exception of the Goldstein et al. (1977)

study, no explanation for choice of the dependent variable
(preventive heaLth behavior ) was provided. For lhe most

part the focus was on variables involving illness and

disease prevention and early detection. Studies focusing on

actions considered by the respondent to promote health and

that do not require involvement of health professíona1s or

services provided by the health care systen were lacking. À

notable exception was the Harris and Guten (tSZS) stuay

which was described earlier.
Ànother psychosocial variable that has been researched

extensively with regard to health-related behavior is locus

of conlrol (toc). Àccording to Rotter (1966) indíviduals

develop an expectancy of control over their behavior in

relationship to the reinforcement (reward) they anticipate

they will receive for the behavior.

If a person perceives a reinforcemen! âs contingent

upon his own behavíor, then the occurrence of either a

positive or negative reinforcenent r¡iI1 strengthen or

weaken potentiâl for that behavíor to recur in the sane

or similar situation. If he sees the reinforcement as

being outside his own control or not contingent...then

the preceding behavior is less Iikely to be strength-

ened or weakened (p. 5).

Those who believe that what happens is contingent on their
own actions are said to believe in internal control.
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Conversely, people who believe in external control think

that events are beyond theír control and occur by fate,

luck, or powerful other s .

Strickland's (1978) surnmary of the LoC literature in

relationship to health attitudes and behavior revealed that

índividuals wilh high internal control denonstrated "gener-

aIly greater adaptive functioning" (p. 1192) and that

"beliefs about internal versus external con!ro1 are related

in significant and even dramatic ways to health-related

behavior" (p. 1192). A number of studies confirm this "reIa-
tionship. Dabbs and Kirscht (1971) confírmed the associa-

tion between internal control and having influenza immuniza-

tions. cochman (1971b) demonsÈrated that internal control

was negatively associated with perceived susceptibility to
health problems. MacDonald (1970) found internal control

was associated with the practice of birth control. CIarke,

MacPherson, and Holnes (1982) found, in a sample of 1307

seventh graders, that external LOC was associated with

smoking behavior. Holrever, in a study involving 98 nullipa-
rous couples, Windwer ß977) failed to find a relationship

between internal tOC and choice of psychoprophy lax i s.

Rotter'.s (1966) original I-E scale was modified by

llallston, walfston, Kaplan, and Maides (1976) to more

precisely measure the expectancy of control over health-

related outcones, Their scale Ì¡as known as the health locus

of control scale (tttC). Further refinement came in 1978
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when Wallston, Wallston, and DeVellis devised the mulLidi-

mensional health locus of control scale (MHLC). They found

the dimensions of health locus of control were chance expec-

tations, internal control , and control by powerful others.

Lau and Ware (1981) found that in addition to the control
dimensions of the MHLC, an environrnental faclor described as

"general threat to heaÌth" is important in determiníng an

individual's beliefs in control over health.

Several studies combine LOC and HBM theory. For

example, Kirscht (1972) studied the relationship between

perceived control and both health beliefs and health prac-

tices. In two separate studies he measured variables before

and after films providing information on cancer, tubercu-

1osis, heart disease, tooth decay, infLuenza, and auto acci-

dents in a group of non-academic university employees.

Eight months later respondents were asked to report on

health actions. In the first study, a general measure of

motivation of control was unrelated to health actions and

negatíveIy related to perceived vulnerability Èo some health

problems (cancer, tuberculosis, and auto accidents).

However, the second study found expectancy of control of

health was related to medical and dental check-ups, care of

the teeth, diet control, and exeicise.

In a study involving 108 children at a summer camp,

cochman (197]a) found that high perceived vulnerability was

positively related to potential health behavior in children
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scoring low on internal control and negatively related to
those scoring high on internal LoC. Langlie (1977) also

reported a relationship between perceived control over

health and the reported health behaviors ¡neasured in her

study.

HaIlal (1982) explored the relatíonshíp between HBM

variables, health locus of control, and se1! concept in

practicers and non-practicers of breast self-examination
(BSE). while being a practicer of BSE was correlated with

self concept, it was not significantly relaLed to a high

score on the "internal" subcornponent of the multidirnensional

health locus of control scale (¡ætlC). Moreover, practicing

BSE v¡as negatively related to high scores on the I'Powerfu1

Other" subscale. The failure of women who practice BSE to

score high on internal control, as anticipated, was hypoth-

esized to nean that "BSE is not viewed as an inportant

behavior in promoting a specific outcome" (p. 141).

In general, LOC seems to be a consistent predictor of

behavior. Interestingly, lhe only two studies in Èhis

review which failed to conf irrn a relationship between LOC

and the specified health behavior vrere lhe two nursing

studies. AII the studies were retrospective surveys. No

prospective studies were found.

Soc i o-demog raph i c factors

demographic variables have been

value rr'ith respect to health and

À mult ÍpI ic i ty of socio-

studied for their predictive

health behaviors. The
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selection of such variables for study seems haphazard and

for lhe most part are not posited in a conceptual franework.

Nor are they often usêd to relate sample characteristícs to

the population being studíed. In many instances correla-

tions lack statistical significance and of those that are

statistically significant, correlations are generally weak.

Socioeconomic status (sEs) and its component factors

are the most studied of these variables. Most investigatãrs

find that SES is positivety related to the health behaviors

being studied (Coburn & Pope, 1974; Curnmings et aI ., 1979i

Haefner et al., !967; Langlie, !97'7; Steele & McBroom, 1972i

Tyro1er, Johnson & Fulton, L965). sEs is computed using

measures of educatíon, income, and occupation in all except

the Cummings et aI. (1979) study which uses only education

and income. The relationship seems to hold boÈh for those

heaLth-related behaviors reguiring involvement of the formal

health care system as well as those of a nore personal

nature.

Most studies demonslrate a posiLive relationship

between educational IeveI and health behaviors (BulLough,

I972ì Camooso I Greene, Hoffman, Leuner, Mattis, Ptaszynski,

Reiley, Silver, Winfrey, & I{inland, 1980; Coburn & Pope,

1974; Haefner et al .,1967; Kegeles, 1963; Kegeles et aI.,
1965; Robertson et aL., 19721 . However ¡ Vertinsky et al.
(1976) reported that a high percentage of the highly

educated target population did not participate ín a
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Tay-Sachs screening program. Haefner and Kirscht (1970)

related their failure to demonstrate a reLationship between

educational Ievel and preventive health behaviors lo the

reLative homogeneíty of their sample. Becker et aI. (1974)

concluded that the educational level of the sample was

related to cognition but not to health behavior per se.

Only two inves!igators offer a theoretical explanation

of the education-health,/health behavior association.

Robertson et aI. (1972) claim that those with more education

are tikely to have higher }evels of self-esteem and to be

more accepting of innovation and thereby engage in rnore

heatth behaviors. Leigh (1983) too clains the significance

of intervening variables. He demonstrates by way of a model

that dívides education into direct and indirect effects,

that indirect effects have the grealest influence on health.

For exâmple, educational level provides access to healthier
jobs and healthful habits.

Similarly, most studies supporl a positive relationship

belween income and heâIth-related behaviors (Bullough, 1972t

Coburn & Pope, !974¡ Haefner et aI., !967 ¡ Kegeles, 1963¡

Kegeles et al. , 1965; Pratt, 1971). Leigh (1983) suggesÈs

that the strength of these refationships may be biased if
"the rnarkel compênsates individuals in risky jobs with high

earnings'r {p. 227).

onJ.y Kegeles (1963), Haefner et al. (1967) and Kegeles

et a1. (1965) demonstrated a positíve relationship between
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health behaviors and occupational c1ass. Other studies

usíng occupational class as a component of SES do not calcu-

late independent correlatíons for occupation.

Findings regardíng lhe relationship of age and sex to

health behaviors are mixed. WhíIe Suchman (1967) and

Vertinsky et al. (1976) found younger people more apt to
engagê in health behaviors (use of protective gloves and

participaLion in Tay-Sachs screening), langlie (1977) found

íncreasing age v¡as positively associated with both consis-

tent and appropriate participation in prevent,ive health

behavíors. llowever, Haefner and Kirscht (1970), Becker et

aI. (1974) and Haefner et al. (1967) found no such relation-
ship. Haefner and Kirscht (1970) attributed this to the

homogeneity of their sample.

More women than men seem !o engage in preventive health

behaviors (r,anglíe, I977; Nathanson, J.977; Vertinsky et aI. I

r976),

Langlie (1977) and stitLman Ã977) found that

Protestant religíous affilia!ion was associated with health

behavior. Goldstein et aI. (1977) demonstraled that ethnic

identity (.'lewish organizational membership) was the most

inportant single predictor of participation in a Tay-Sachs

screening progran.

InterpersonâI factors. A number of .studies explore the

relalionship betveen health behaviors and the social influ-
ence of others. In light of the focus of this study, review
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is Iimited to the influence of family, friends, and health

professionals.

Empirical and theoretical study of the famíIy and

health behavior is extremely linited. This persists in
spite of the fact that the family has been often identified
as society's prímary unit of health care (Ðunn & Gilbert,
1956; Litman, !974¡ Pratt, l.976).

In an early study investigating how health attitudes
and behavior patterns develop, Mechanic (1964) found that ín

the rnain they are acquired from farnily members. Of partic-
ular importance is the role the mother plays in the defini-
tion of ilLness, identification of the significance of symp-

toms, and deciding when to seek care. Furthermore, he

cLains that this learning is subtle and is "dependent more

on what the parents do and how t,hey react than on the ãtti-
tudes they manifest," (p. 452).

Litman (1974) confirms the importance of parents. He

found that 4l ,74 of. study respondents identified pârents as

lhe primary source of health information. This compared

with l-5* who identified spousesf another 15* who identified
health personnel, and 8.38 who iilentified the mass media.

He claimed that ùhe wife-mother is "the central agent of

cure and care within Èhe family complex" (p. 505).

In an epidemiological study of patterns of preventive

health behavior within families, Tyroler et al. (I965) found

that a grealer proportion of mothers (,787) and children
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(.802) were immunized against poliomyelitÍs than were

fathers (.649) living in the same household. After exam-

ining the concordance and discordance between family members

in terns of observed and expected frequency distributions of

immunization behavior, the investigators concluded that "the

famity functions as more than a collection of individuals"
(p. 130)--there is an interdependence. As such "the chíld's
immunization status is deternined by the father and/or

nother'r (p. 130). To determine which had the greater influ-
ence they calculated correlatíons for each of the three-

member family dyads--father-chiId, mother-father, and

mother-chiId. The respective correlation coefficients were

,44, ,58, and .73. They therefore concluded thal the

maternal influence was most important in determining the

child's immunization status.

Extrapolating from other research studies that indi-
cated a difference between upper and lower class individuals

and the practice of preventive health behaviors, they set

out to discover if the relationship held when families were

the unit of analysis. Proportionately more upper class

families had aI] family members immunized, and in ¡nore lower

class families aIl were not innunized. llowever, lhere was a

marked similarity in the immunízation status of the father-

mother and mother-child dyads in both upper and Lower class

f a¡ni1ies. The father-chitd dyad in both groups were most

disparate. "Thus for each social class there is a maximal
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rnother-child association, intermediate mother-father simi-

Iarity and Lowest similarity between father-chiLd" (p. 132).

I4Thile it seems likely that the mother has the greatest

ínfluence on fanily health behavior, the researchers caution

that process analysis is needed to confirm this.
SteeIe and McBroom (I972) looked for a relationship

between a number of medically defined preventive health

behaviors and three measures of socioeconomic status (family

income, occupation, and educational leve1) of the doninant

female in each household.

IThe] relatively higher association between heallh

behavior indicators and education of the dominant

female head of the family is an important factor ín
determining the health behavior of family members (p.

390).

Àfter controlling for socioeconomic status, Pratt
(I972) dernonstrated that couples having traditional rela-
tionships, with an emphasis on unequal power between part-
ners, sex roLe differentiation, ând lo$r companionship, had

poorer health and health maintenance behaviors than those in

modern, egalitarian re lat i onsh ips .

Thus, while research is limited, it seems Iikely that
lhe person in the wife-mother roLe has a major influence

over fami Iy health behavior.

Having observed the difference in child health behavior

(utilization of irnrnunization services) between upper and
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lower social class families, Gray, Kesler and Moody (1966)

looked for an explanation. They theorized that nothers were

influenced in their behavior by I'the expectations of their
friends and reference groups" (p. 2029). As such "higher

social cJ.ass persons become inmunízed more frequently...
because they believe their friends expect them to do so".

Moreover, 'rlovrer social class persons wiII be immunized as

frequenlIy as persons from higher social classes, if they

believe friends have these expectations" (p. 2020). By

controlling for the perceived expectations of friends, they

demonstrated there was no difference ín immunization stãtus

in the two groups.

Using a prospective study design, Cummings, Jette et

a1. (1979) demonstrated that exposure to the media and

discussions r,rith friends (social infLuence) was positively
correlated with getting a swine fIu immunization (5 = .250).

llowever, both the physician's advice to get the inoculation

and expressed intention to do so had higher correlations
with the actual behavior (¡ = .343 and I = .581 respec-

tivel-y). Operationalization of the latter variable both in

terms of expressed intention and the "respondent's percep-

tion of the number of friends who will receive a s¡çine flu
shot" (p. 642) is sinilar to the variable measured by Gray,

Kesler and Moody (1966), and may partially account for the

strong correlation.
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Based on this research ít seems like1y that social

influence in the form of family and friend support systems

plays an important role in the generation of health-related

attitudes and behaviors.

Appointment-keepinq Behav i or

CIinic utilization rates and concomitãnt appoinLment-

keeping behavior of client.s has been the focus of much

controversy and empirical investigation. In fact, much of

the sociobehavioral research reviewed earlier operational-
ized the health behavior variable at least partty in terms

of appointmenL-keeping and. utilization of available services
(Becker et aI., !974¡ Becker et aI., ]-975i Becker, Nathanson

et aI., !977 ¡ Gochman , !972i Goldstein et al., 1977; Haefner

& Kirscht, I970¡ Kegeles, 1963i Kegeles et aI., 1965;

KirschL , !972; tanglie, !979¡ Williams & Wechsler , !972),

The assumption underlying much of the literature that

addresses appointment-keeping seems to be that a client's
non*attendance at an ambulatory clinic for a scheduled

appointment is a negalive behavior. The emotive tabetling
of the clients as "appointment-failures'r, "âppointment-
breakers", "noncompliers", and "no-shows" supports this
conclusion. Às weII, the focus of mosl empirical study in
this area has been on the "non-attender" group, rather than

the "altender" group or both groups.
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The study approach taken seems to derive from two major

provider concerns. FirstIy, there are those whose primary

concern is clinic efficíency. Others are concerned with

both clinic efficiency and the effect of interruptions on

the continuity and effectiveness of care.

Investigators having the first concern are primarily

motivated by clinic staff nonproductive tine, additional

administrative costs, and reduced physician íncornes precipí-

tated by missed âppointnents. Researchers who hold this
view tend to define "broken-appointments" both in terms of

cancellations and missing a scheduled appointment without

notice (Àlpert, !964; Badgley & Furnal, 1961; Dervin, Stone

& Beck, 1978i Ðove & Schneider, 1981; Gates & Colborn, 1976¡

Hurtado, Greenlick & Colombo, 1973; Oppenheim, Bergrnan &

English, 1979; Schroeder, 1973). Their reason for doing so

is based on Lheir belief that both situations have a sirnilar

impact on the operating efficiency of the clinic. These

investigators believe that,
âppointmênt breaking is not ä random occurrence, t,hat

patients can be divided into "breakers" and "keepers",

and that signiticant differences in a variety of param-

eters can be found between such groups (,Jonas, 197)., p.

o" \

Consequently, their primary research enphasis has been on

client characteristics thal are associated with individuals

who "fai1" to keep their appointnents. The characteristics
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mos! often investigated include agef sex, race or elhnicity,
socioeconomic status, education, and income Ievels. Other

Iess frequently investigated factors are previous

appointment-keeping behavior, interval between appointment

scheduling and the appoíntment date, $eather and travel
distances, type ând urgency of reason for the clinic
appointnent.

Findings from investigations that look for relation-
ships bet.ween client characteristics and appointment-keeping

behavior are mixed and have contributed to the development

of a number of myths about the non-appoinlment keeping popu-

lation. For example, there is a common belief thât appoint-

nent "breaking" is characleristic of non-white, ethnic popu-

Iations. In support of this position, .lonas (1971) found

that BIacks and Hispanics had significantly higher "broken"

appointment rates than did whites, Alpert (1964) and

Badgley and FurnaI (1961) had similar findings. However,

close exa¡nination of these studíes reveals that none of

these investigators controll.ed for age. In fact, in the

Jonas study more than 508 of the white population were over

65 years of age, whereas more than 50* of the non-whites

were ]ess than 35 years of age. The later failure of

Schroeder (1973), ând Hurtado et al. (1973) to find any

association of appointment "breaking" with race raises

further doubt as to the usefulness of raee âs an explanatory

var iable .
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Results of investigations of sex as an important vari-

able are nixed. while Hurtado et 41. (1973) found higher

appointnent "faíIures" in males, a fínding he hypothesized

rras relatêd to more work constraints for men, investígalions

by Gates and Colborn (1976), and .lonas (1971) did not

support this association.

Findings with respect to age are nore consistent. In

general, age is inversely associated with appointment

"breaking". Both Hurtado et aI. (1973) and Badgley and

FurnaI (1961) found increased "faí1" rates in families with

children under one year of age. Gates and Colborn (1976)

found that individuals in the 15 - 34 year age group had

more than twice the "fail" rate of those over 35 years.

other study findings support the importance of age as a

predictor of appointment-keeping behavior (Jonas, 1971i

Shonick & Klein, 1977). Such findings seem to support lhe

comnonfy held víew Lhat older people are more likely to keep

appointment,s.

Both Badgley and Furnal (1961) and Alpert (1964) found

that appointment "breaking" was positively associated with

low socioeconornic stâtus. In a general adult nedical

clinic, Jonas (L971) found that low income was associaLed

with broken appointment rates. Education level is generally

found to be inversely associated with appointment "breaking"
(Hurtado et al. , I973; Kegeles, 1963¡ Stine, Chuaqui,

Jirnenez & Oppel, L968 ).
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Of these dernographic variables, â9ê, socioecono¡nic

status, and education level seen !o be of some predictive

value. However, Deyo and Inui (1980) advíse that caution is

warranted. They suggest that these apparent influences "nây

not be independent factors" and that the findings are

"subject to tocal variations" (p. 1149).

Of those who expJ.oreil the relationship between

appointment-keeping behavior and the interval between sched-

uling and the appointment date, cates and Colborn (I976)

found that 35* of adult clients in a low income area adult

neighborhood clinic who had scheduled their appointment 3 to

4 weeks in advance "f ailed'r to keep their appointnents.

This compared rvith a 20* "failure" rate for the clinic popu-

lation as a r{hole. Converselyf Alpert (1964) and Schroeder

(1973) found no such association.

Dove and Schneider (1981) found that previous

appo i ntment - keepi ng behavior was the most inportant
predictor of fulure behavior. This is consistent wíth

Hansen's 1953 observation in a well child conference, that

those who miss appointments consistently do so. In fact, a

quarter of alL missed appointments in her study were

accounted for by 4 of. 72 families.

Some investigators theorize lhat such things as type of

healt.h problem and the perceived need or urgency influences

appointment-keeping behavior (alpert, !964; Ambuel, Cebulla,

Watt & Crowne, 1964¡ Gates & Colborn, 1,976). Gates and
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Colborn (1976) Iooked for a relatíonship between

appointment-keeping for individuals scheduled for screening,

illness follow-up, and physical examination in three groups

of clíents. In groups receiving either a letter or tele-
phone reminder, they found Iower appointment compliance for

screening Èests than for il.lness follow-up care or for phys-

ical examination. In a control group that received no

reminder there wâs no difference. Badgley and Furnal (1961)

found no relationship between the type or length of illness
and appointment-keeping.

In the belief that the physician's pattern of sched-

uling return appointnents influences an individual's percep-

tion of the need and urgency for the return visít, Ambuel et

aI. (1964) studied this perception in mothers. They found

that nearly 503 of mothers either over or underestimated the

severiLy of their child's i1lness. They therefore concluded

that improved physician comnunication of need would posi-

tively influence appointment-keeping. AIpert (1964)

reported that "of the broken âppointnents 208...had no

obvious reason for seeing a physician compared with none of

the keepers" (p. 129).

Hurtado et aI. (1973) found that distance from the

office or home e¡as not associated with appointnent "failure"
rates. Other than e:{tremes in temperature or other ãdverse

conditions, vreather was not associated with appointment-

keeping (fadgley & Furnal , 1961; Hurtado et aI. , !973¡

Jonasf 1973).
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Having reviewed the ernpirical work of researchers who

are primarily concerned v¡ith the negative effect broken

appointments have on clinic operating efficiency, the

results are far from inpressive. Variables other than age'

low socioeconomic status, education, and previous

appointment-keeping behavior seem to be unrelated to

appointment-keeping. Interestingly, most studies do not

pursue the reasons clients themselves give for missing

appointments. Alpert (1964) claims that 238 of those

surveyed indicated that they rrnever intended to come back"

white 38& "forgot or r.,ere indifferen!" and 29* "gave

famity reasons'r (p. 129). Hansen (L953) found that illness
of the child or famity was the most cornnon reason given for

missing an appointnent.

Researchers whose primary concern is the deleteríous

impacl that missed appointnents have on clinic efficiency

apjroach the problem in a different manner Lhân those whose

concern is for client outcome. The forner focus on

predicting "no-shows" with a view to adjusting cliníc sched-

ui-ing procedures to accommodate these people without loss of

clinic efficiency. For example, Dove and Schneider (1981)

used patient characteristics and "no-shov¡" patterns to

develop a predictive model. The primary goal was not to
decrease "no-shows", bul rather to accomnodate them without

loss of clinic efficiency. They developed a scheduling

algorithm based on "the expected proportion of the patients
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who break their appointmentsrr (p. 734). They found previous

appointment-keeping behavior to be the best predictor char-

acteristic and used this together with age and appoÍntment

ínterval to prepare the predictive model. They compared the

predictive capability of lheir model against a schedulíng

system based on average "no-show" rates. They found only a

small difference in favour of their model. On average they

erred for 2.6 clients per clinic compared with the usual 3.0

per clinic. Àlthough the results seem less than convincing,

they declared lheir predictive model successful and of

considerable utility since it required only three readily
accessible patient characteristics as predictor variables.

Dervin et aI. (1978) used some 20 dichotomous client
characteristics to predict 'rno-shows" in a family practice

unit. The combined variables were 67.4* accurate in their
prediction. However, their usuaf assunption that alI
clients will show as scheduled was 73* âccurate. They

concluded that while the process could not be justified in

their own office practice, it could be useful to other

clinics which have higher 'rno-shorr" rates.

Shonick and Klein Ã977) describe a method of sched-

uling appointments in ambulatory care clinics based on the

"expected number" of patients at a given clinic. Estimates

of the lihelihood that an appointment wouLd be "broken" were

calculated using readily retrievabte, client specific demo-

graphic variables (sex and sex within age) together with the
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number of the appointment in a series of appointments (e.9.

first, secondr etc.). The sum total of all the expected

probabilities for each variable represented the "expected

number" of appo i ntment- keepe r s on any given day. If the

total represented less than was considered to be adequate,

additíonal clients would be booked until the maximum nurnber

was reached. As weII as irnproving clinic efficíency, the

process purported to be usefuL for identifyíng clients at

risk for breaking their appointments. Such information can

faciliLate concentration of such things as remèdiaI reminder

systems on those thal are most 1ikely to break their
appointments. The authors caution that because the effec-

tiveness of this procedure is entirely dependent on the

predictíve capability of client characteristics, its useful-

ness is contingent on identification of these variables in
each specific area of intended use.

Researchers who are primarily concerned with the effect

of 'rbroken" appointments on continuity and effectiveness of

care tend to focus on finding ways to decrease the number of

"no-shor,¡s". Schroeder (1973) investigated lhe effectiveness

of posLcard reminders and nurse and physician telephone

reminders. Broken appoinlment rates using such reminders

were 13.72, 19.5å, and 17.68 respectively. All were an

improvenent on lhe control group who received no reminder,

and v¡ho had a "broken" appointment rate oÍ. 24.6"ø. Therefore

Schroeder concluded that the postcard reminder system was
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the most effective ând efficient. The somewhat }imited

success of the telephone reminder strategy was attributed lo
the fact that 428 of clients in these groups could no! be

reached. In a similar study, cates and Colborn (1976) found

appointment "failure" râtes of 10å and 9* respectively for

clients receiving letter and telephone reminders.

Glogow (1970) hypothesized that "broken" âppointnents

might be reduced by improved health education. He used a

four-group design to test the effect of four methods of

health teachíng on successive appointment-keeping behavior

for 186 people suspected of having glaucorna. The subjects

were randomly assigned to one of the four groups (minimal

information, in-depth inforrnation, problem-so1ving, and no

information). The same nurse provided the teaching to all
four groups. In a fifth group, the control group, informa-

tion giving and appoíntment scheduling were carried out by

the secretary in the traditional manner. There was no

signif icant difference in appointnent-keeping behavior

betÌreen the four nurse-educated groups. Flowever, when

compared to the traditional referral group, the nurse-

educated groups had significantly lower 'rbrokenl appointment

rates. Rates were 13.4% compared to 24.42 on the first
scheduled return appointrnent. By the second return appoint-

ment, however, there was no difference between nurse-

educated groups and the control group. clogow hypothesized

that sínce the educatÍon r,¡as provided prior to the first
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appointmen!, the relationshÍp established belween client and

nurse, and the personal interest shown in the client by the

nurse aceounted for the difference. He called thís factor

"tender loving care". WhiLe the amount of time spent by the

nurse varied with each educational group, it did not have a

significant impact on appointment-keeping behavior. On lhe

basis of these findingsr Glogow advocates that clinics
ensure that someone is available to show personal interesl
in the client. He claims that their level of preparation is

i rrelevant

It is the personality characteristics of warmth,

gentleness, and the ability to comnunicate ïith clients
that appear to be essential in establishing the desired

cI ient-staf f relationship (p. aa9).

These findings seem !o para1lel the classic Hawthorne

studies where factory workers responded with increased

productivity under increasingly adverse experinental working

conditions when others expressed an interest Ín the¡n (Àdair,

1982). Further support for the imporlance of the "interestl
factor is provided by Àlpert (1964). He found Lhat 79* of

those who kept appointments had a physician they felt they

could talk to, compared with 638 who did not. Of those who

kept appointments, 778 felt physicians were ínterested in

their palientsr compared with 642 ot those who did not keep

appointments. In a study exploring the relationship between

process of care variables and patient outcomes in a group of
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hypertensive patients at an ambulatory clinic, Given, Given,

and Simoni (1979) deterrnined that the,

co-operative relationshíps between providers and

patients... Iare] likely to result in higher sustained

compliance levels, more positive perceptions toward the

therapeutic regimen, fewer complications, and a longer

and more productive Iife for patients (p. 92-93).

Herlz and stanps (1977) criticized studies that

restríct lheir investigation of failure to keep appointments

to â few client characteristics. They claim there is a need

to expand the focus to include organizational factors that

contribute to and perpetuate the appointment-keeping

problem. Three such factors include physician con!inuityl
conmunication systems, and type of appointment system (p.

1033). Moreover, they felt that investigation of these

factors would expose the rnyth that there are ethnic and SES

differences in appointment-keeping. In a survey of 3,!72

client visiLs to an adult nedical clinic, they determined

that,
the clinic's failure Èo fully communicate with the

nori-Englísh speaking pati.ent population, the erratic
staffing of medical clinics, and the changes in the

clinic schedule may well have contributed to the higher

rates of broken appointnents for the Spanish-speaking

population (p. 1035).
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Since these same breakdowns in communication and clinic
organízation "did not affect Ithe appointment-keeping

behavior ofl English-speaking Black and white populations"

(p. 1035), they concluded that true ethnic group differènces

did not exis! with respect to appoinLment-keeping behavior.

Differences were more likely due to communication failures
by the organization than to inherent ethnic differences as

is suggested by studies that measure ethnicity as a

predictor variable. The onus therefore, was on the organi-

zation "to accommodate its functions to the needs of the

population it serves" (p. 1036).

Believing that continuity of nursing care would promote

prenatal clinic attendance and thereby enhance quality of

care, PoJ.and (1976) used a three-group design to test the

hypothesis. Clients in Group À were seen on a "first-come,
first-serve" basis by the first available nurse. Those in

Group B were cared for consistently by the same nurse on

each successive c1ínic visit. Those in Group c were cared

for by a nurse-nidwife on a regular basis. The

appointment-keepíng behavior of Group A, the control group,

and Group B, the experimental (continuity of care) group

lrere compared over a five month period. Missed appointment

rates for the control- and experimental groups were 26.58 and

11.5å respectively. Those cared for by the nurse-midwife

had a missed appointment râte of 8.18. Qualitative assess-

ment revealed Lhat nurses involved in the continuity of care
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group (Group B) "demonstrated more interest in their
patients and in the clinic itself and became more creative

in their problem solving" (p. 47). The author cautions that

whiLe there were quantitative improvements in missed

appointment rates, changes in health status outcomes for
clients remains unknown.

In a two-group comparison study involving all patients

13 years of age or yoùng"t who had a tonsillectomy and

adenoidectomy (t and À) in Manitoba in L973, Roos, Roos,

Gilbert and NicoI (1980) studied the relationship between

continuity of care and patient outcome. Three aspects of

continuity (provider, site, and referral) were explored.

Two different measures of continuity were used. Pat,ient

outcome, described in this study as "quality of patient

care", was measured in terms of both the "conformity with

accepted standards of patient selection for surgery"

(process) and a "decrease in respiratory episodes following

T and À, and decrease in otitis media following adenoidec-

tomy" (outcomes) (p. 177). Cross-lagged correlations of the

data from al1 those who had T and As and those who had

respiratory symptoms bul ilid not hâve T and À surgeryl

demonstrated that there was no relationòhip between conti-
nuity and the two meâsures of quality used in this study.

In a descriptive study involvíng Mexican-American

mothers in Michigan, Lindstrom (t9ZS) explored factors thal
differentiated mothers who attended a neighborhood child
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health clinÍc consistently, sporadically, or never. She

interviewed ten mothers ín each group and described them as

ttgood userstt, ttpoor usersrr, and ttnonuserstt. Good users were

).ess Iikely lo live in a three-person nuclear family, were

more Iikely to be the head of the household, were more often

educated in Michigan or Mexico rather than Texas, and were

more Iikely to begin prenâtal care early. Poor users were

more apt to live in three-person nuclear families in whích

the husband played a dominant ro1e. Lindstrom concluded

that nurses need to adapt their interventions to the indi-
vidual c I ien! circumstance.

Tagliacozza, Luskin, Lashof, and lna (1974) report a

longitudinal study using an experimental design. The study

was designed to measure the influence of nurse teaching on

conpliance operationalized as clinic attendance, medication

taking, getting requested laboratory tests, and referrals to
other clinics. The sample involved L92 clients who were

altending a hospital outpatient department. À11 had a

chronic illness. They were randonly assign,ed to an experi-

mental or control group. The experimental treatnent

involved four nurse-teaching episodes. Clients in both

groups were gíven knowledge tests príor to Èhe experimental

intervention. The most significant finding rvâs that the

more anxious, fearful, and uncertain clients responded to

the teaching intervention with greater clinic attendance,

whereas the less anxious clients tended to terminate. These
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findings contradict the usual belíef that those with lower

anxiely, Iess fearfulness, and Iess uncertainty are more

1ikeIy to continue cliníc visits than are lhose wilh high

leveIs of anxiety, fearfulness, and uncertaínty. The inves-

tigators explained this unanticipated finding by suggesting

that,
the patient who gains clarity and understanding of

illness as well as security ín self-management may

Ieave the clinic earlier than antícipated by the physi-

cian (p. 600).

They concluded that the nurse intervention contributed to

the development of a feeling of competency in the less

anxious thereby facilitating early !ermination. o" au"h,

early termination is a sign of health and well-being.

Further analysis confirmed this. The nursing intervention

had little or no influence on the forms of compliance

behavior investígated in this study. Ho$tever, the

researchers caution that the importance of the nurse in

client care should not be denigrated on the basis of its
limíted ímpact on several aspects of compliance. They

observed that clients will often discuss concerns with the

nurse that they would not discuss with the physician.

The suggestion by Tagliacozza et al. (1974) that termi-

nating clinic attendance may, in fact, be an indicator of

health, finds support from Barofsky (1978). He suggests

thãt self-care is a health behavior and implies that an
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índividual's and a health professional's idea âbout the

extent to which medically initíated behaviors can be self-
controlled and self-initiated are often at odds. Perhaps

attendânce at clinic is one such behavior.

Review of the appointment-keeping Iiterature suggests

much confusion in definition and purpose. Whil-e many

predictor variables have been investigated, few ãuthors

describe the usefulness of such information. The major

portion of this literature has assu¡ned that non-attendance

is a negative behavior both in terms of reduced clinic effi-
ciency and in terns of inconsistent client care. The

Tagliacozza et aI. (I974) study is encouraging. It suggests

that there may be a positíve di¡nension to appointmen!-

breaking behavior. Perhaps it is an indicator of health or

a health protective behavior.

Summa r v

Over the past 20 years numerous researchers from

several fields have studied health behaviors. Only the parÈ

of lhis wide-rangíng literature that deals r,¡ith preventÍve

health behaviors was addressed in thís review. Such 1ímita-

tion of focus was intended to be consistent with today's

emphasis on lifestyle and health promotion.

The first section of the review explored the nature of

health behaviors. Most empirical evidence supports their
multidimensionality. However, narrov¿ definition has had a
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limiting effect on research in this area. An expanded oper-

ationalization of the health behavior variable is needed so

that assessment of dimensionality can proceed.

The second section presented lheoretical and empirical

works related to three groups of factors associated nith
health behaviors. For organizational purposes they were

described as personal, socío-demographic, and interpersonal.

The personal factors (seIf-esteem, health beliefs, and locus

of control) have their origins in psychology and are based

on perceptions, cognition, motivation, and expecta!ions.

Other variables that were explored for their association

with preventive health behaviors included a series of

soc i o-demograph i c and interpersonal ones. Most notable, v¡as

the apparent inportance of the family, in particular the

person in the r.rife-mother role, in making health decisions

and generating heal th-promot i ng behavior. 1n describing the

limítations of models and reseârch into health behaviors,

Cox (1982) suggests that focusing only on the cognitive and

perceptual, or only on social and environmental ínfluences

is insufficient and too narrow. The former neglects the

imporlance of the latter and vice versa.

In general, the literature in this section lacked the

organization and logical sequencing necessary. to contribute

in a substantive way to the growth of knowledge in this
area. À major Limitation was the lack of clarity and

consistency in definition and conceptualization of the
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health behavior construct. This gíves rise to variabilily
in operationalization and measurement. In the main, a few

researcher-defined, medically oriented health behaviors were

used to represent the universe of health behaviors. Sínce

the unidimensional view of health behaviors is noÈ well

supported in the literature, t,he subseguent implicit
tendency to generalize to a broader range of health behav-

iors seems unjustif ied.

Most studies are retrospective surveys that explore the

relationship between personal, sociodemographic, and inter-
personal factors and subsequent performance of health behav-

iors. While there is evidence to suggest the irnportance of

interpersonal factors, particularly the famíly and mother,

in the generation and maintenance of health behaviors, few

investigators have pursued this in their research.

SímilarIy, while the behavior-influencíng characteristics of

seì.f concept and íts subcomponents are well described and

researched with respect to mâny types of behavìor, investi-
gations in the area of health behaviors are f e¡,¡. The pref-
erence has been to focus on health beliefs, Iocus of

control, and individual soc i o-demographi c characteristics.
The nature of these characteristics nakes them less practi-
cable in the sense that they are not readily amenable to

intervent i on.

The final section of the literature review deals with

appointment-keeping behavior. Inconsistencies prevail in
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terms of definitíon and purpose. Most view appointtnent-

breaking as negative in terms of clinic operating efficiency

or client outcome. The goal lhereby becomes one of identif-
ying associated variables and then devising means to either

accommodate or reduce the numbers of clients who do not

attend as scheduled. No studies were found that addressed

the impact on client outcome. OnIy the Tagliacozza eE aL.

(1974) study indicates that early client-initiated termina-

tion of attendance may be an indicator of health.

In light of the present stalus of health behavior

research, it seemed appropriate to!

1. define and conceptualize health behaviors h'ithin a

holistic nursing theoretical framework, in order to

support a multidirnensional operational.ization of

health behaviors,

2. focus on the person in the wife-mother role,

3. focus on respondent-defined health behaviors and ones

that an individual can perforn independent of the

health professional and the fornal health care

system,

4. include investigatíon of self-esteem as one expres-

sion of a person's interaction ¡rtith the environment,

and

5. differentiate the sanple in terms of appointment-

keeping behavior.
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The resulting conceptual clarity, posited in a comparat.ive

descriptive design, wiIl contribute in a substantive way to

the growth of knowledge in the area of health behaviors. Às

we1I, it will expand the understanding of individuals and

families from that of a strictly economic unit--a consumer

of health servíces, to that of a producer--a producer of

health.

Conceptual Framewor k

The conceptuâI f ramei{ork for this study derives from

Rogers' (1970) lheory of nursing science which postulates

that change in human beings evolves through inLeraction with

the environment. Two themes predominate: (a) individuals

as holistic interacting energy fields, and (b) the fanily as

a primary and continuing environmental energy fie1d.

Individuals are integrated wholes that âre more than

the sum of their parts. They are holistic--unique total
beings. Às such, care interventíons must encompass the

whole person not just their physical pârts.

Both individuals and their environment are energy

fields. Because they are open systems lhey continuously

interact and exchange energy. Repatterning (change) in

individuals and the environment are integral--each influ-
encing and being influenced by the other. However, the

extent of the energy interchange is subject to the t'inten-

sity, density and extent" (p. 90) of the eirergy field aÈ any
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given point in relative space-time. This nuluaI interaction

and subsequent energy interchange provides hurnankind with

the life stamina essential for survival. It is central !o

an individual's becoming--their irreversible growlh in the

direclion of increasing complexity and ilíversity. It goes

beyond the traditional vièw of developmental theorists to

encornpass change throughout the lifespan.

Àn individual.'s earliest, primary, and continuíng envi-

ronnent is the family. Líke the indiviilual, a family is an

open system. Together r,¡ith the indíviduals that make up the

family unit, it interacts with and subsequently influences

and is infLuenced by the larger environment. These interac-

tions generate índividual values, belíefs, notivations' and

expectancies which in turn infLuence an individual's

behavior, perception, interpretation, and understanding of

the self and the environment. Thus uniqueness develops

within the context of the family. It is the "basic unit

withín which health behavior is organized and perforned"

(Pratt, 1976, p. 3L).

The reciprocal interaction between the human energy

field and the environmental energy f ielil heightens one's

âvrareness of oneself. "Coming into awarenessrr represents

"new levels of complexity which correlates ín the ongoing

development of cognition and feelings" (p. 93). This aware-

ness makes one "an active participant in delermining the

patterning of his fieLd and in reorganizing the environment
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ín accord with his desires" (p. 7I). As such, an individual

is imbued v¡ith the capacity to meet life demands by know-

ingly making choices. In this study, such choices are those

behaviors the individual believes rvilt protect, maintain,

and pronote health. The emerging choices reflect new levels

of complexity and diversity.
Because individuals and the environnent are unified

wholes and open systems, there is mutual, contínuous, and

sinulÈaneous interaction and concomitant energy exchange

across their contiguous boundaries. Às such, the life
process is dynamic--ever changing. Rogers hypothesizes that

the ernerging change that is characterized by, and character-

izes the individual, has pattern and organization. It is

negentropic in nature. The resulting pattern and organiza-

tion proceeds in the direction of increasíng complexity and

diversity as the person moves through four-dinensional

space-time. The person's Iife process becomes more diffused
(variable), differentiated, innovative, and heterogeneous.

Thus all aspects of an individual reflect the cumula-

tive whole of the energy exchange to a parlicular point in

space-tine. Therefore self-esteem and HPBS reflect the

boundaries of the human energy field at a given point in

space-time. Thus an individual's HPB-non-HPB pattern and

self-esteem are indices of human and environmental energy

field function. In this study, awareness and importance of

llPBs represents the complexity of the pattern, whereas vari-
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ability in the behavioral subsystens and change over tine in

HPBs represents their iliversity.
Socío-demographic variables act to influence the extent

and râte of energy interchange between the índividual and

the environrnent, thereby inhibiting or enhancing the

capacity, opporLunity, and volition to establish FtPBs. For

exanple, the long standing low socioeconomic status found in

some f arnilies may inhibit the modellíng of healthful behav-

iors by limit,ing exposure to a broad range of behavior

options or by relegating them.to low priority in the face of

nore pressing immediate concerns. }tith respect to devel-

oping unheaLlhful behaviors, CIarke et al.. (1982) theorize

that "individuals seek out (from models in the low socioeco-

nomic sta!us environment ) behaviors that rnay substitute for

satisfactions that the environment fails to offer" (p. 254).

For repatterning to occur at a rate most conducive to heaLth

it is therefore imperative that an individual have a satis-
factory environment.
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework: Àdapted from -Rogers 
( 1970 '1980)-with input from H.R. Coish and L. Scruby
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Figure 2: Cross-sectional View: Modified fron Rogers (1980)
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Purpose

The purpose of this study was to describe two aspects

of human -env i ronmen ! interaction--self-esteem and health

protective behavior patterns. It attenpted to determine if
there was an association between complexíty and diversity of

the health protective behavior patterns and self-esteem

r,¡ithin two groups of mothers described as clinic "attenders"
and "non-attenders". It also attempts to determine differ-
ences bêt!,reen the two groups on each variable.

Research Quest i ons

Is there an assocíation between self-esteem,

complexity of the HPB pattern and the diversity of

the HPB pattern in each of two groups of mothers?

How does self-esteem in nothers descríbed as clinic
"altendersfi compare with seLf-esteem in mothers

desc r ibed as clinic "non-attenders"?
How does the complexity of the HPB pattern in nothers

descríbed as c1íníc "attenders" cornpare wÍth the

complexíty of the HPB pattern in those described as

clinic " non-attenders " ?

How does the diversity of the HPB pattern in mothers

descríbed as clinic "attenders'r compare with the

diversity of the HPB pattern in those described as

clinic "non-attenders"?

1

¿

?

4
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Theoretical Definitions
Health: an expression of the process of life (Rogers, p.

85 ) .

HeaIth Protective Behavior: a synergistic expression of the

unity and wholeness of interacting systems that is charac-

terized by unidirectional change towards increasing pattern

and organization. It ís manifested in the complexíty and

diversity of the pattern (Rogers-, 1970).

Self-esteem: an individual's sense of self-worth, self-
respect and self-ímportance.

operational Def initions
Health Protective Behavior: any behavior performed by a

person, regardless of his or her perceived or actual health

status, in order to protect, promote or maintain his or her

health, whether or not such behavior is objectively effec-
tive toward that end (Harris & cutenr p. 18). The

cornplexity and diversity of the HPB pattern was measured

using a researcher-designed questionnaire (see Àppendix À).

SeIf-esteem: in this study self-esteem was represented by a

subcomponent measure of Triplett's (1979) "Patient
Perceptions of HeaIth Services" instrument (see Appendix A).
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Àssumpt i ons

Man is a unified whole possessing his own integrity
and manifesting characteristics that are more than

and different from the sum of his parts (wholeness)

(Rogers, 1970, g. 47).

Man and environ¡nent are continuously exchanging

matter and energy with one another (open system) (p.

s4).

The Iife process evolves irreversibly and unidirec-

tionally along the space-tirne continuum (unidirec-

tionality) (p. 59).

Pattern and orgânization identify man and reflect hís

innovative whoLeness (pattern and organizatíon) (p.

6s).

Man is characterized by the capacity for abstraction

and imagery, Ianguage and thought, sensation and

emotion (sentient, t,hinking being) (p. 73) .

All people engâge in some behaviors to protect their
hea 1th .

Protecting one's health is primarily a personal

râther than a professional matter.

2

.2

4

6

7



METHOÐOLOGY

Desiqn

This comparative descriptive survey is intended to

determine if a relationship exists between self-esteem and

two aspects of respondent-defined health protective behav-

iors in tv¡o groups of mothers--those described as "atten-
ders" and "non-attenders" by the pediatríc ambulatory cliníc
nurse. The intent is to describe aspects of an individual's
interaction with the environment as they occur in nature.

consistent with the conceptual framework, dependenl and

independent variabLes are not specified. Às such no cause-

effect relationship can be inferred. However, it is antici-
pated that accurate description of the element,s in this
study may provide the stimulus for future hypothesis testing

research involving nursing practice strategies designed to

pronote health.

The rationale for this choice of study design derives

from the Iiterature and from practice. I,lith few exceptions,

heatth behaviors have been researcher-defined and Iimited to
those behaviors that require involvement of t,he formal

heal-th care system. Thus it seems appropriate to study

health behaviors that are defined and ínitiated by the

respondent.

64
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Ernpirical evidence supports the choíce of mothers as

the unit of analysis. WhiIe it is generally acknowledged

thaÈ the person ín the wife-mother role has a signíficanl
influence on fanily health decísions and health-related

behavior, this is a neglected areâ of study lrith respect to

self-care for the promotíon of health.

The dichoÈomous representation of clients according to

their appointment-keeping behavior in the literature,
together with !his researcher's observation that practi-
tioners tend to make this distinction, prompted a lwo-group

comparison approach. Such purposive splitting of the popu-

Iation allows study of this dimension.

The dearth of descriptive study in the area of

respondent -de f i ned and initiated health protective behaviors

makes it inappropriate to proceed with hypothesis testing

research at this time. Descriptive study is a prerequisite

t,o hypothesis generatíon and testing.

Validítv and Reliability
This study incorporates a number of design features

which support validíty. Forenost, wit,h respect to external

validity, is the random selection of subjects fron the

defined population. Detailed descriplion of the respondents

which comprise each sample group in relationship to all the

wonen in the Ï,linnipeg census metropolitan ârea assists in

delimiting the generalizabilit,y of the research findings to
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other sample groups or clinics. Moreover, the effects of

particípation in the study were controlled by: (a) constancy

of person and instruction in administration of the question-

naire, (b) lirflitíng discussion prior to questionnaire

completion to instruction clarification (respondent ques-

tions and discussion regarding health-related matters r,tere

deferred until after completion of the questionnaire), and

(c) use of a self-admínistered questionnaire and coded

seâIed envelopes to creaLe a situation in which the respon-

dent would feel comfortable in sharing ínformation of a

personal nature. whÍIe lhe researcher's physical presence

ât the time of administration of the questionnaire nay have

crealed a situation wherein the respondent felt some expec-

tancy of behavior, this was controlled by the researcher

renoving herself from the irnmediate proximity of the respon-

dent. This involved moving to another room or to another

part of the same room. Thê researcher occupíed herself by

anusing the child(ren), talking with other family members,

or readi ng .

Selection bias, as a threat to internal validity, was

controlled by using as a sampling frame the entire popula-

tion of mothers whose children were enrolled in the ambula-

tory clinic. The two sample groups were differentiated. only

in terms of their appointment-keeping behavior. Moreover,

groups were defined on this variable according to specific

Nursing Co-ordinator-defined criteria. The rnortality of
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subjects from the "non-attender" sampling frame due to the

high incidence of mobilíty and out of town residence of this
group mây have contributed to a selection bías.

Ouestionnaire completion was carried ouÈ at a location of

the respondents ovrn choos i ng- -pre sumably one in which they

fett nost comfortable. The control of extraneous influences

afforded by this procedural option is not known but seems

intuitively sound.

A number of features enhance the validily of raeasure-

ment. These include instruments that (a) are consistent

with the conceptualized focus on respondent-defined HPBs'

(b) reflect aII the respondent-defined and controlled HPBs

identified in the literature, (c) use the verbatim responses

of respondents (from the Iiterature and from participants in

this study), and (d) have been assessed for clarity, read-

ability, and behavioral subsystem categorization by quali-

f ied nurse colleagues.

vatidity and reliability estirnates specific to inili-
vidual parts of the questíonnaire are addressed in the

sectíon that describes the instruments.

Settinq

The sample was selected from mothers of children

enrolled in the pediatric ambulalory care facility (ÀCF) at

a large urban tertiary care hospital. The c1ínic provides

acute and chronic illness care and health maintenance care

to children from infancy through to adofescence.
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This particular clinic was selected because: (a) the

needed population of mothers was available, and (b) tfre
clinic and its staff were well known to the researcher,

thereby facilitating cornmunications needed for sample selec-

tion and data collection.

SampI e

The population from which the sample was selected

comprised all the mothers of children enrofled in the pedia-

tric ambulatory care fací1íty (ÀCF) at the HospiLaI in 1982.

Mothers were selecteil as the unit of anaLysis for thís study

because children model parental behaviors and the adopted

habits and practices are believed to influence their later
behavior as adults (Forrest , 1982; Mechanic , !964;

Rosenstock, 1965). In addítionr mothers have the greatest

influence on family health decisions (Litman, 1974; Tyroler,

1965) anit the family is tfte t'f irst medium of health educa-

tion and health protection". It is the "basic unit in a

personal health promotíon systemr' (endreoli & Guillory,
J.983 , p. 32 ) .

From the sâmpling frame, the clinic nurse (Nursing

Co-ordinator ) separatêd the mothers into t¡ì'o groups--those

that could be described as "attenders" and "non-altenders".
Such purposive splitting of the population, and subseguent

sample, was intended to add another dimension by which to

assess variation. The interest in doing so derives f rorn the
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1íterature and the researcher's practice observation thal

nurses ând other health professionals len¿l to categorize

clients in this way.

The two strata are inLernally homogeneous to the extent

that lhe Nursing Co-ordinator used sirnilar criteria for

designation of each individual mother to one or the other

group. To facititale Iater replication, lhe Nursíng

co-ordinator was asked to specify, in writing, the criteria
she used to make the group designations.

Following procedural instruction fron the researcher,

the Nursing Co-ordinator used a table of randorn numbers to

select a random sanpJ.e of mothers from each group. À total
of 20 mothers from each group satisfied the study require-

menls. Over sampling by J.008 for each group was used to

accornmodate attrition.
I{híle such over sampling was sufficient to gain parlic-

ipation of 20 molhers from the "attender" group, an addi-

tional six names were needed to meet sample requirements for

the "non-attenders". The same sampling protocol was used by

the Nursing Co-ordinator to select these individuals.

The need to expand the samplíng frame in the I'non-

attender" group was related to t!,¡o factors: (a) a greater

proportion resided outside the t{innipeg census melropolitan

area (14 compared with 10 in the "attender" group), and (b)

a higher rnobility rate (8 compared with none in the

"attender" group).
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Researcher bias in data collection was controlled by

her being unaware of the group assignment of individual

respondents. Knowledge of the group designation of each

respondenl remained the exclusive domain of the Nursing

Co-ordinator until aIl data collection for aII subjects was

completed. This was accomplished by having the Nursing

Co-ordinator prepare and present to the researcher a 1íst of

potential subjects that had been number coded for each

group.

InstrUmeqEÊ

Four self-administered questíonnaires were used (see

Àppendix À). The three-part HealÈh Protective Behavior

Questionnaire (ilpsQ) r,¡as administered first in order to

capture the interest of the respondenl. Since the first
part of this questionnaire is open-ended it allor,red respon-

dents to "conceptualize the issues in their own words'r

(Polit & Hungler, !978, p. 338) before moving on to the

cLose-ended portion of the HPBO and lhe seff-esteem scale.

The Personal Information questíonnaire was presented last in

order to avoid detracting from the substantive and more

interesting HPB and self-esteem measures. Míndful that an

acguiescence response set poses a potentiâl bias when

expJ-oring an area like Health Protective Behavior pâtterns

that may be influenced by social values, measures were taken

to both reduce and measure the extent of this influence.
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Careful wording of questions, providing respondents with an

opportuniLy to ask questions and to cornplete the question-

naire in a geogrêphic location of lheir or,¡n choosing, and

guarantees of confídentiality were used to reduce this
potential source of bias. îo measure the extent of this
bias a single question was posed to respondents at the

conclusion of the quest ionna i re.

Hêâlth Protectíve Behavior Questionnaire (fip¡o¡

This three-part instrument etas developed by the inves-

tigator using empirically derived content (Ftarris & Gulen,

J.979; Hautman & Harrison, 1982i Litman, I97ll . only

respondent-defined ltpss were included. Behaviors that

reguire involvement of the formal health care system were

omitled. I.Iherever possible, the behaviors enumerated in

Part II were the verbatim responses of subjects.

Johnson's behavioral subsystems (euger, !976¡ Grubbs,

3.980; Johnson, 1980) were used to organize behaviors in Part

II. As such, it provided a measure of the variability
component of the diversity of the HPB pattern variable.

Part I provided an opportunity for respondenÈs to

personally conceptualize HPBS. Together wi!h HPBS identi-
fied in the literature, these respondent-identífied HPBs

makes the HPBo exhaustive. Responses to this section were

incorporated into Part II for scoring purposes.

Confirmation of grouping of the data in Part I into
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Johnson's behavioral subsystens was sought from two nurse

colleagues (see Appendix B). Both colleagues are Masters

prepared and have a background in health promotion and

re search.

Lacking the opportunity for longitudinal study at this
time, Part III is an attempt to operationalize the change

over time component of the diversity of the HPB pattern

var iable .

Reliability of Part II of the HPBQ was estímated using

a two-week test-retest schedule with fogr nothers. Subjects

participating in the pretest were asked for suggestions on

how the questionnaire might be improved. ÀII the mothers

reported no difficulty r,¡it,h the questionnaire and none had

any suggestion for irnprovement. Reliability was estimated

by calculating Kendall's tau coefficient of correlation
between the two measurements. The coefficient of correla-

tion for the question "Is it important for people to do this
to look after their health?" was .94. Response to their
indication of "how important" they thought each behavior was

returned a coefficíent of correlation of .61. Since reLi-

ability coefficients as low as .60 are sufficient when

making comparisons betÌreen groups (polit & Hungler, p. 432),

no revisions were made and addilional pretesting was not

deemed necessary.

The instrument has conlent validity in that only enpir-

ically derived, respondent-defined HPBs have been íncluded,
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Às well, three nurse colleagues with a background in health

prornotion and research were asked to judge the instrument

for grouping, clarity, readability, and bias (see Appendix

B).

Self-esteem ScaIe (SE ScaIe)

The self-esteem componenl of Triplett's (1979) "Patient
Perceptions of Health Services" instrument was used for this
study. Items were adopted from a scale devised by Rosenberg

(1965). The instrument is conprised of a 10-item Guttman

scale. lligher scores represent higher levels of self-
esteern. lligh self-esteen rneans that "the índividual

respects himself, (and) considers himself worthy" (p. 31).

Those scoring low on self-esteen have a tendency to "self-
rejecÈion, se I f -d i s sa t i s f ac t i on , (and) seff-contempt" (p.

31). Àlternating positive and negative items reduces

response set bias. To facilitate analysis, Triplett's
(1979) original scoring procedure was modified to reflecl a

wider range of values. The possible range of scores is 0 -

t2.
The instrument has face validity (triplett, p. 684;

Rosenberg, p. 18). Rosenberg established construct validity
by examining whether ôr not self-esteem scores, as measured

by this instrument, were associated with dependent variables

in the theoretically anticipated direction. He used empir-

ical studies to demonstrate that the anticipated association
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prevailed r,lith depressionf neurosis, and leadership (p.

18-29). He therefore concluded that the scâle measured

self-esteem to the extent lhat the conceptualizations of

rei.ationshíps were rneaningful and that expressed associa-

tions were confirmed.

Using factor analysis, Carmines and ZeIler (1979)

demonstrated that Rosenberg's self-esteem scale showed two

distinct iten clusters--five positive self-esteen items and

five negatíve self-esteem items. Not salisfíed that this

indicated th'o separate constructs because of the possible

response set created by the negative and positive wording of

the questions related to each cluster, they used a

criterion-related (predictive) test of validity. To do this

they examined the correlations bet¡{een the positive and

negative dimensions of lhe self-esteem scale and 16 "theo-

reticalJ.y relevant variables". Since there r'¡as no signifi-

cant difference between each of the lwo dimensions of self-
esteern and iach of the t6 variables, Rosenberg's self-esteem

scafe has construct validity in that all the scaLe iterns

measure the same theoretical concept (p. 63-69). Triplett

does not provide details for her assessment of validity.

Triplett did not test her instrurnent for reliability in

either t,he pretest or her study. However, Rosenberg deter-

mined reproducibí1it.y to be 938 (p. 307). Moreover, he

acknowledges two other researchers (Silber & Trippett) Itho

found a test-retest reliability of .85 (p. 30).
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This instrument has the advantage of beíng easy to

administer and score.

Background Inf ornation Ouestionnaire

An investigator-designed background informa!ion ques-

tionnaire was used to collect denographíc information. The

purpose of collecting this information was lwofold.

FirstIy, such ínformation delineates sample attributes for

comparison with those of wo¡nen in lhe Winnipeg census area.

To facilitate comparison with the population, the item

format in this instrument is consistent with that used by

Statistics Canada. Such description wiII determine how

representâtive the sample is of the larger population,

thereby delimiting the generâlizability of study findings.

It ¡vitl facilitate replication studies and comparabilíty

beÈween studies as well as allowing other clinics to assess

their client populations in terms of these variables.

Secondly, the information collected by this instrunent

wiIl provide an excellent source of data for secondary anal-

ysis. Because the instrument has been specifically designed

to include most of the soc io-demographic varíables that have

been previously studied for theír relationship to health

behaviors, the potential usefulness of the data for later

secondary analysis is enhanced.

Green's (1970) measure of socioeconomic status (SES)

provides a model for this study. This index of SES i{as
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selected because it was "derived and validated on health

behavior data" (p. 8L6), it ltas tested on f a¡nilies having a!

Ieast one preschool-aged chíId, it uses the educational

attainment level of the female head of the household, and it
offers three options to calculate SES. Langlie (1977) found

the latter particularly advantageous for círcumventing the

problem of missing data. In addition, the nother's educa-

tional level is the best predíctor of social class (Lewis &

Lewis, 1983; Mechanic, 1964). Rather than câtegorizing

individuals into status groups, this index reflects 'rthe

relative posilion of a person, fanily or neighborhood in a

hierarchy which maximally reflects differences in health

behavior" (p. 816). For this instrument standardized scores

with a mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10 have been

calculated for income, occupation, and education using

Statistics Canada 1981 census data for Winnipeg (see

Àppendix À).

Social Acguiescence Questíonnaire (SAQ)

In this pâr! of the questionnaire, respondents 
.were

asked a single question in order to deterrnine the extent of

possible social acquiescence response bias. Further, it
explores the congruence between the study purpose as

perceived by the rêspondent and the actual study purpose.
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Protection of Human Subj ec t s

Agency approval was soughl prior to beginning the

study. Approval was received (see Appendix C).

Respondent participation in this study was voluntâry.

Protection was assured through informed consent.

Confírrnation of consent was obtained in writing followíng an

explanation of the study purpose, its relevance, and expec-

tations of them as participants. In addition they were

advised of their ríght to wilhdraw their participation at

any point and that should lhey decide to do so, no one would

employ coercion or other Èactics to regain their participa-

tion. Nor would a decision to çithdrâw compromise, in any

way, their child's clinic care. À respondent's decision

with respect to participatíon was never disclosed to clinic
sta f f .

Àt, no time were respondent nanes associated with the

questionnaire thereby assuring confidentiality. OnIy the

researcher and her advísory comnittee have access to the raw

dãta. Raw data wilL be destroyed one year after study

completion.

Respondents were informed that should the study be

published, data nould be presented in a manner such that no

individual respondents would be recognizable. À summary of

study resulÈs was provided to those respondents requesting

ir.
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Respondents were provided with an opportunity to ask

questìons and to indicate measures that would increase their
convenience and comfort. The responden! optíng to complete

the questionnaire in the clinic was provided with a separate

room in which to do so thereby ensuring her privacy.

l{henever necessary the researcher attended the child(ren)

while the mother completed the questionnaire. Respondents

were reimbursed for any expenses incurred by their partici-
patíon.

To ensure ethical consideration adequate to protect

respondents from harm was in p1ace, the study proposal was

submitted to the Ethical Review comnittee at the University

of Manitoba, School of Nursing for approval. ApProval was

received ( see Àppendix D).

Procedure

Access to the Pediatric Ambulatory Care facility (ACF)

was sought from the Vice-President (Nursing) at the

Hospital. She lras given a sumnary of the study, evidence of

Ethical Review Conmittee approval, and an indication of what

was required of the Hospital (see Appendix c). The

Vice-President suggested that the physicians of chi.ldren

whose molhers were participating in the study be advised.

Following a discussion vith the Acting Head of the

Departnent of Pediatrics and with the pediatrician in charge

of ambulatory pediatric care regarding the most expeditious
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way to proceed with this without biasing data collection, a

decision was nade to send a form letter and proposal summary

to â1I rnembers of the Department of Pedialrics at the

Hospital (see Àppendix E). Three months later, one pedia-

trician requested more information regarding the study. The

requested infornation was prov ided.

Potential respondents from each sample group r.lere tele-
phoned. For those not havíng telephones (one "attender",
seven "non-attenders" ) , personal contact was attempted.

This involved making up to six visits to the last known

address of each. Contact was successfully made lrith t,he

individual in the "attender" group and with one indívidual

in the "non-attender" group. The whereabouts of the other

six rernained unknown even after contact was made with neigh-

bors and apartment block custodians.

Àt the time of contact, each potential respondent was

given a brief description of the study purpose, its rele-
vancer and what would be expected of them. They were gíven

an opportunity to ask questions and then invited to particí-
pate ( see Àppendix E).

Three'rattenderst' and four rrnon-attenders" refused to

participate. Of the "aÈtenders", one person stated she was

"too busy", a second gãve no reason, and the third changed

her mind after originally agreeing to participate. She did

not offer any reason, but did call to cancel her appoint-

men!. of the "non-attenders'r I one person said she was 'too
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busy", one offered no reason, and a third called back to

cancel her appoinlment to complete the questionnaire stating

she was "too busyr'. In the fourth case' the male person who

answered the phone asked for an explanation of what the

researcher wanted before he would call the molher to the

phone. After this was provided he hung up without explana-

tion.
For lhose indicating a willingness to participate'

arrangements rtere made for a convenient meeting time and

place for completion of the queslionnaire. Options included

meeting at the ÀCF before or after their, or their child's
next scheduted cliníc vísit, in their home, or ât another

mutually agreed location. ÀI1 except two rnothers ín each

group opted !o have the researcher come to their hone. Of

the two exceptions in the "attender" group¡ one mother opted

to meet the researcher in a restaurant, and the other

completed the questionnaire in the ÀCF prior to her next

appointrnent. A separate room was booked with the ÀCF staff

to ensure her privacy. In the "non-attenderrr group, one

person chose to complete the questionnaire at her place of

employment and the other had the questionnaire, ínstruc-

tions, and consent forms mailed !o her. They were picked up

at her home three weeks later.
Except for four nothers in each groupf all the mothers

opted to meet during the day. The other eight chose

evenings. None selected the weekend.
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A personalized Letter confirming the arrangements nâs

sent to respondents whenever the time betr,'een the initial
conlact and Èhe scheduled appointment tirne made il feasible.

In total 16 such lelters were sent (see Àppendix G). At

Ieast three respondents checked on the researcher's creden-

tials with ÀCF staff.
Prior to participation, respondents ltere agaín apprised

of the study purpose, its relevance, whaÈ !¡âs expected of

then, and their rights as subjects. Subjects were asked to

read the information and consent form carefully. They were

given copies of both. They were given an opportunity to ask

questions before signing the consent form (see Appendix H).

To ensure confidentiality, respondents were instructed

to refrain from placing their narne or other rnarks on the

questionnaire and to place their conpleted questionnaire in

a sealed envelope. The subject number code was placed on

each questionnaire and envelope. This ensured respondent

group anonymity to the researcher while aÈ the same time

providing a mechanism for later differentiation of respon-

dents by group,

À11 data l¡âs collected by the researcher, thereby

ensuring uníformity of explanation and procedure. Data

collection commenced on October 5, L983 and was completed on

November 15, 1983.

AIl subjects took between 20 - 60 minutes to complete

the questionnaire. The average completion time was 40
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minutès. Two subjects (one from each group) asked lhe

researcher to write those parts of the questionnaire

requiring a written response. The "attender" mother stated

that while she could read and understand English' she only

felt comfortable writing in t'rench. She was given the

option to do so, buL preferred to have the researcher write

in her responses. The "non-altender" subject said that

while she could wríte, she felt she could express herself

more fulIy verbally due to her very Iinited education. The

implications of these requests with respect to confiden-

tiality were fulIy explained to both respondents. Both

opled to involve the researcher.

In many instances, respondents stopped to ask health-

related questions while cornpleting the questionnaire. In

each case they were asked to complete the questionnaire

first and told that discussion with the researcher could

take place later if they wished. As a result the researcher

was often in the respondent's home fron 1- 3 hours. This

ext,ended time was spent responding to health-relaled ques-

tions and providíng teaching and counselling regarding such

things as communication with physicians, child care, nutri-
tion, and career decisions. In several instances they were

advised to contact their public heallh nurse.

Mothers wishing to receive a summary of the study

results were asked to provide the researcher with their name

and mailing address. OnIy one rnother, from the "non-

attender" group, did not r¿ish to receive this feedback.
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Pilot Proi ec!

A pílot study involving four mothers (Èwo from each

group) randornly selected from the population was carried ou!

ín September, 1983. Sampling, procedure, scoring, and anal-

ysis paral1eled those of the study. The purpose was to tesl

the administrâtive and analytical feasibility of the study.

The sampling, procedure, and scoring were found to be

workable. À sumnary of data scores showed a good spread of

scores thereby suggesting sensitivity of the instruments to

measure differences. complete statistical analysis was not

possible due to the snall sample size. Holrever, the feasi-

bility of analysis was confirmed by a slatistical
consultant.



ANALYSIS OF DATÀ

This section analyzes both quantitative and qualitative

subject responses to each part of the questionnaire. The

results are presented according to lhe previously specífied

research questíons.

The instruments were scored according to specifications

described in Appendix À. À11 data $as coded for entry into

the computer. The Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (sPsS) was utilized both to prepare the descriptive

statistics used to sumnarize the sample characterislics and

for correlatíons ând comparisons addressed in the research

quest i on s.

A nonparametric measure of association was used to

examíne the association between self-esteem' cornplexity of

the HPB pattern, ând the diversity of the HPB pattern in

each of the two groups of mothers (Research Question 1).

The choice of a nonparametríc neasure of association was

deemed appropriate because no assumptions could be made

about the population distribution from which the samples

were drawn. Because the variables are discrete and ordinal,

and the sanple size snaIl, Spearman's Rank-Correlation

Coefficient was used. It is the nonparametric equivaJ.enl of

Pearson's correlation coefficienl. It uses alI the data'

84
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ranks it, and then computes the correla!ion coefficient.

Since tied values âre a common occurrence in behavíorat

research due to the crudeness of measurementsr Kendall's tau

was used to make the necessary adjustmenl (exclude tied

values) and to confirm the findings (Marascuí10 & Mcsweeney,

1977, p. 444), À two-tailed test of statislical signifi-
cance was used because of the exploratory nature of this

study i.e. there was no expected direction of the correla-

tion.
À nonpârametric test of the differences between the

means of two independent samples was used to compare the two

groups on each of the three varíab1es (Research Questions 2,

3, 4l . The choice statistic for this analysis is the

Mann-Whitney U test since the sample size is small and the

data is ordinal and discrete.

Quatitatíve data from the ¡IPBQ (Parts I and III) were

sumrnarized using descriptive statistics and content anal-

ysis. validity of the researcher's categorization of

respondent-defined HPBs and health behavior changes was

estímated by having two nurse colleagues experienced in

health promotion and research. independently categorize the

HPBs and changes into .lohnson's behavioral subsyslens.
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Findínqs

Sampl e

In order to prepare the sanpling frame for each group,

the Nursing Co-ordinator defined "non-attenders" âs

"patients who attended scheduled appointments less than 508

of lhe time". Excluded were those who telephoned to cancel

or re-ârrange their appointment. ÀI1 others were considered

"attenders'r. Coupled with the fact that this clinic uses a

nurse telephone reminder system, this defínition is consis-

tent h'ith those who are concerned with the deleterious

effect of missed appointments on continuity and effective-
ness of care (civen et aI., !979¡ Glogow, 1970; Hertz &

Stâmps, 1977; Lindstrom, 1975; Poland, 1976; Roos et a1.,

1980; Schroeder, 1973; Tagliacozza et a1. , !974).

Using the specified definition, the Nursing

Co-ordinator split the sampling frame of 1140 mothers into
888 "attenderstr and 252 "non-attenders". The final sample

consisted of 20 randornly selected volunteer mothers from

each of the "attender" ând "non-attender" groups. ÀIl
subjects $ere at Ieâs! 18 years of age (the age of majority)

and were able to speak, read, and write English. All
resided in the Winnipeg census metropolitân area.

SubjecÈs in the. trattender" group rânged in age fron 22

to 41 years, Their mean age was 32.4 years.

"Non-attenders" ranged in age from 23 to 55 yeârs ¡,¡iLh a

mean of 34 years. one mother in the "attender" group
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misreâd the age-related question, and is therefore excLuded

from the average for this group.

Of the "attenders'r one (5&) was single, 17 (858) were

married or Iiving com¡non Iaw, one (58) was separated, one

(5¿) was divorced, and none were ¡ridor,¡ed. Corresponding

figures for the "non-attenders" were respectively: three

(158), 12 (60å), three (158), two (L0E), and none (see TabLe

L).

TÀBLE

Marital Status

Of the "attender" group 858 reported Iiving in a house

The remaínder Iived in apârtments. Of the "non-attenders"

503 lived in a house, 25e" in an âpartment, and 258 in a

duplex or townhouse. By comparison, 378 of Winnipegers

lived in a private home in 1981.

I

Marital Status At ! ende r s

nB
Non-attende r s

n*

Single ( never marr ied )

Married or common 1aw
Separated
Divorced
W i dowed

I
t7
I
1
0

5
85

5
E

0

.'

t2
3
2
0

15
60
15
10

0

20 100 20 100
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"Àttenders" reported an averâge of 4.55 people living
in their home. The conparable figure for "non-attenders*

was 4.25. Number of people in lhe home ranged from 2 to 10

for I'attenders", and 2 to 11 for "non-attenders".

"Àttenders'r reported a mean number of children at home of

2.4 compared with 2.5 foÊ the "non-attenders". Ranges were

1- 6 and 1- L0 respectively.

All the mothers in both groups reported lhat they were

the person who was primarily responsible for their child's
care. Àlmost all the mothers in both groups identified
thenselves as the person responsible for the family's health

care. There were three exceptions. Of the two I'altenders"

who differed, one stated it was the "father'sI responsi-

bility and the other said "both parents". The I'non-

atlender" indicated health was "a total fanily responsi-

biIity".
Of "attenders", 808 reported that thêy considered then-

selves "healthy", 108 said they were "not hea1thy", and 10%

said they were "not sure". Comparable figures for "non-

attenders'r were 503, 108, and 408 respectively.

"Àttenders" had a broader distribution by country of

origin than the "non-âttenders". In the former 12 countries

of origin were identified, compared r,¡ith 7 for the "non-

attenders". Those of Native origin were not represented in

the "attender" group, By comparison, three persons in the

"non-attender" group identified their family of origin as
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being Native Canadian. It is the researcher's impression

that the wording of lhe question with respect to ethniciÈy

distorted lhe true represent,ation of Native participants.

In comparison with the census distribution of Winnipeg

women, those of French origin r{ere over represented in both

sample groups--â likely reflection of the HospitâIis
geographic location and íts linguisLic ând cultural
French-Canadian tradítion (St. Boniface General Hospital,

1980 ) (see Table 2).

TABLE 2

Ethnic Origín

ori
( f a

gin Àttenders Non-attenders Winnipeg
ther's side) (women)

nBnSnB
British I sles
France
Ukraine
Ge rna ny
Native Peoples
Other

HoI land
ehi l ippi nes
Yugoslav ia
No r way
PoIand
U.S.A.
Canada

1
4
?

1
0

11.

5
20
15

5
0

55

5
6
1
3
¿

15
25
JU

5
15
1,0

109,025
22,875
3L,090
28,025

7, 385
100,155

36.5
11

10.4
9.4
2.5

33.6
l
2
1
I
2
¿

2

1

l-

20 100 20 100 298,555 100.1**rounding error
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In terms of religious affiliation "attenders" reported

408 Protestant, 40? Catholic, 5? Jewish, 5å no religion, and

103 other. By comparison "non-attenders" reported 508¡ 35t,

08, 58, and J.0å respectively (see Tab1e 3).

TABLE 3

Religious Àf f iliation

Religion A!tender s

nt
Non-attenders

n*
l..l i nn i pe g
(women)

nt

Protestant
CathoI ic
Jewlsn
None
Other

I
ð
1
I
2

40
40

E

10
7
0
l
¿

50

0
t

10

155,315
l-02,815

I,030
22 ,665
9,730

52.0
34.2
2,7
7.6
??10

O r thodox
Chr i st ian
Not specified
Spiritual(not atheist)

L
1

1
1

20 100 20 100 298,555 99.8*
*rounding er ror

EducaÈionaI attainment IeveIs for the "attender" group

were concentrated into three groups (grade 9 - t3 without

high school graduation, grade 9 - 13 v¡íth high school gradu-

ation, and trades schoolf etc,) with only one person having

university preparation and none with less than grade 9.

Vlith the exception of the "university degree" IeveÌ, "non-

attenders" \{ere represented in all educational groupings.
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"Non-aÈtender'r respondents more closely approximate the

educational level of women ín the lrínnipeg census metropol-

itan area (see Table 4).

TÀBLE 4

EducatÍonal Level

An analysis of personal income data revealed that over

half (52.78) of the "attenderI group had personal incomes

below 93,999, comparêd with 254 of. the "non-attenders".
Some 40.44 of. women in Winnipeg had personal incomes below

this leveI. The greatest proportion of '¡non-âttenders"
(30*) had personal incomes in the $10,000 - $14,000 range,

Attenders Nonattenders

nBnB
Winnipeg
( wornen )
nB

Leve I

t7 ,6

18.6

1.5

s.l.

2,2

s9;57

-Iess than grade 9 0
-grade9-13wíthout
high school graduation 8
-grade9-13wíth
high school graduation 5
-trades, diploma,
vocat ional, etc. 6
-uníversity cert i f icate
,/diploma below bachelor 0
-uníversity bache lor
degree 1
-advanced university
degree 0

ñ
*rounding error

0

40

25

30

U

0

Io-o'

420
6 30

3 15

525
15
00
]E

m ïõõ

117,555 54.5

37,680

39,830

3,850

L1,020

4,725

2ffi
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whereas most "attenders" (31.6t) were a! the under $2,000

Ievel. vlomen in Winnipeg seem to be more evenly distribuled
over the six lowest personal income leveLs. Personal íncome

data r,¡as missing for one respondent in the "attender" group

(see Table 5).

TÀBLE 5

Personal Income Leve 1s

I ncbme Leve I Attenders Non-at tender s Winn ipeg
( women )

8n z n I

no incone 3
under g2,000 6

$2,000 - s3,999 1
$4,000 - $5,999 3
s6,000 - $9,999 I
$10,000 - $1.4,999 2

915,000 - s19,999 L

$20,000 - ç24,999 2
$25,000 - and over 0

1tr Q

31.6
tr?

15.8
E?

10.5
5.3

10.5
0.0

3
2
0
2
5
6
2
0
2

15
10

0
10
15
30
10

0
10

36,925 15.4
l" o

11 .1
14.1
17.3
16 ,4
6.9
2.6
¿.¿

33
26
33
41
39
16

6

,245
,550
,8L0
,430
,235
,450
,2!0
,280

Tota I
Missing data

*rounding error

19 100.1* 20 100 239 ,145 99.9*

I

In comparison with families in the winnipeg census

metropolitan area the "attender" group was under represented
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in the t$o lo¡¡est family income groups. None of the "atten-
ders" had total gross incomes at this level, compared with

26.32 of. the "non-attenders", and !2,44 of Winnipeg fami-

Iies. Àt the same time, "attenders" were over represented

in the two highes! family income Ievels. Some 83.38 had

famíIy inco¡nes over 925,00O,/year, compared r¡ith 58å of

"non-attenders", and 63.38 of Winnipeg families. The

greater concentration of "non-attenders" in the tr,ro loltest

family income groups is likeLy associated with the fact that

five of these mothers cited social assistance as their only

source of income. None of the "attender" nothers indicated

that their family income was so derived (see Table 6).

Green's (1970) neasure of socioecononic status (SES)

provided a model for this study. Using this model, stan-

dardized scores for gross total family income, occupation of

the main income earner, and educational attainment level of

the female head of the household were prepared using L981

census data for the Winnipeg metropolitan areâ (see Àppendix

A).

The model offers three alternative nethods for calcu-

Iating sES. Green (1970) reports comparable scores using

all three attributes or when using either of education and

income or education and occupation. Scoring formulae

include: (a) .5 x education +.3 x income +.3 x occupa-

tion, (b) .7 x education +.4 x income, or (c) .7 x educa-

tion + .4 x occupation. In the "attender" group missing
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TABLE 6

Family I nc ome

Income LeveI Àttenders

n?
Non-attender s

nå
Winnipeg

n B

under 95,000 0
$5,000 - $9,999 o
sI0,000 - sr|,999 2
$15 | 000 - sr.9,999 l-
$20,000 - ç24,999 4
$25,000 - s34,999 s
$35,000 and over 6

0.
0.

0
0
I
6
2
I
?

z
J
1
2
4
3
4

10.5
15.8

tl

10.5
2r,t
15.8
2I ,T

6,8
T2,I
!7 ,0
19,7
23,I
38,8
?^ a"

00
30
20
55
otr
70

4.t+
8.0

tt.2
13.0
t5.2

22.6

1l-.
F

22.
27.
55.

Total

Mi ssing data
*rounding error

18 100.0 19 100.1x !52,!95 99.9*

L2

data made it necessary to use the second formula once and

the third formula ts'ice. SES for six in the "non-atlender'l
group was calculated using the second alternative. The

first fornula was used for the remainder.

While the mean SES score for rrattenders" was slightly
higher (53.2 compared wíth 50.2), the scores were concen-

lrated within a narrower range (40 - 63). The range of SES

scores for "non-attenders" was 38 - 69. Comparable SES

scores for Winnipeg families had a mean of 54.95 and a range

of 38 - 71 (see Table 7).
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TABLE 7

Soc ioeconomic Status

Socioeconomic Status Attenders Non-allenders Winnípeg

Mean 53.25

40-63
50.2

38-69
54.95

38-71Range

Question 1

Is there an association between self-esteem, complexity

of the HPB pattern, and the diversity of the HPB paltern in
each of tlro groups of mothers? No variable pairs were found

to be significant at the.05 leve1 of confidence in either
the "attender" or the rtnon-atlender" groups.

Since review of raw scores shoi.¡ed that a low score on

one part of the composite score for the diversity of the HPB

pattern and the complexily of the HPB pattern, could be

offset by a high score on another part of the composite

score, further analysis was indicated. This entailed again

using the Speârman Rank-CorrelaÈion Coefficient and

Kendall's tau to examine the associalion between each part

of the composite score in each of the groups. Relatíonéhips

between each of the variable pairs (awareness, importance,

variabi).i!y, change over time) were explored, The only

significant relationship found in this analysis was belween
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respondent awareness of HPBS and perceived importance. In

the "attender" group this variable pair had a coefficient of

correlation of .606, signifícant a! the .005 level of confi-

dence on the Spearman correlation coefficient. Comparable

figures on the Kendall's tau were .459 and .006 respec-

tively. This relationship was not signifícant in the "non-

attender" group.

Since the av¡areness score was itself composed of two

parts--the nurnber of respondent-identified HPBs (HPBo - Part

I) and the number of "yes" responses to the question| "Is it
importânt for people to do this in order to look after lheir
health?" (ueaq - Pârt II), further analysis was carried out.

In this case a significant relationship was found between

the number of "yes" responses (HPBQ -Part II) and the

perceived importance of the HPBS (HPBQ - Part II) in both

groups. ln the "âttender" group, lhe Spearman correlation

coefficíent of .659 was significanÈ at the .002 level of

confidence and the Kendall's tau coeffícient of .529 at the

.001 1eve1 of confidence. Coefficients for Spearman's rho

and Kendatl's tau vere .567 and .460 respectively in the
I'non-attender" group. Corresponding levels of confidence

were .009 and .006 respectively. No other significant rela-

tionships were found between any of the other variable

pairs.
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Question 2

How does self-esteem in mothers described as clinic
"attendersrr compare with self-esteem in mothers descríbed as

clinic "non-attenders"? The Mann-whitney U test was used to

determine the difference between the means of the two inde-

pendent sample groups with respect to the variable self-
esteem. À z score of -1.27 nas computed fron a u score of

154.0 and was significant at the .203 level on a corrected

two-taíIed test. Thus, there was no significant difference
between the "attender" and rrnon-attender" group with respect

to sel f -esteem.

Question 3

How does the cornplexity of the HPB pattern in mothers

described as clinic "attenders" compare with the complexity

of the HPB pattern in those described as "non-attenders"?
Using the Mânn-whitney U test, a z score of -.65 was

computed from a u score of 176. It was significant at the

.52 level using a corrected ti{o-taíled test. Thus, there

lras no sígnificant difference between the two sample rneans

with respect to the complexity of the HPB pattern.

Quest ion 4

How does the diversity of the HPB pattern in mothers

described as clinic "attenders" compare with the diversity
of the HPB pattern in those described as clinic "non-



attendersr'? A Mann-Whítney U test comparison

sample means yielded a u score of I92 and a z

that \^'as signif icant at the .83 leve1. Thus,

significant difference between the two groups

to the diversity of the HPB pattern.

98

of the two

score of -.22

there was no

¡{ i th respec t

Qualitalive Ànalvs i s

In response to the open-ended question posed in the

HPBQ - Part I (Iist things you think are inportant for
people to do in order to look after their health), all the 

.

respondents in both groups were able to identify some items.

"Àttenders" and "non-attenders" identified â total of 141

and 153 HPBS respectively. Respondents in the "attender"
group identified from 3 to 12 items with a meân number of

HPBS identified of 7.05. "Non-âttenders" identified from 3

to 23 itens with a mean of 7.65 (see Tab1e 8).

TABLE 8

Summary of HPBS Identified by Group

Attenders Non-attenders

Total number of HPBs identified
Mi n imum
Maximum
Rangê
Meãn number of HPBs identified

141
3

I2
I

7.05 7

153
3

¿s
20

.65
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Content r,¡as analyzed within Johnson's behavioral

subsystems. VaIidíty of the researcher's categorization was

estimated by having lwo Masters prepared nurse colleagues

independently categorize the behaviors. The researcher and

both nurse colleagues concurred on the categorizaÈion of 41*

of the identified HPBs. Two of the three concurred on 878.

Lack of muÈual exclusiveness in the behavior categories made

definitive categorization impossible. An understanding of

g!¡ the respondent thought each HPB was important would have

resolved category uncertainty.

"Àttenders" identified the most I{PBS in the ingestive,
restorative, and sexual behavioral subsystems.

"Non-attenders" identified more in the aggressive-

protective, affiliative, achievement, dependency, and elimi-
native categories. When lhe number of respondents identif-
ying HPBs in each behavioral subsystem was explored, a

simíLar pattern emerged (see Tab1e 9).

HPBs identified by the "attendersrr represented an

average of 3.45 different behavioral subsystems and ranged

from 2 to 5. By conparison, HPBS identified by the 'tnon-

atlenders" represented on average 3.8 behavioral subsystems

and ranged from 2 to 7 (see Table 10).

Respondent groups were evaluated according to the

predominant behavioral subsystem represented by each respon-

dent. In several instances the number of HPBs in one behav-

ioral subsysten were the same as the number identified in
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TÀBLE 9

HPBs by Behavioral Subsystem by Group

TÀBLE ].0

Representation of Behavioral Èubsystens by Identified HPBs
by croup

Attenders Non-attender s

Meâ n
Mi n imum
Max imum
Rânge

3 45
)

J

3.8
2
7
5

Total number of
HPBs identified

Number of respondents
identifying HPBs in
each behavioral subsystem

Att Non-âtt

nBnB
Behav i ora I
Subsystem

Àtt Non-att

nBnS

Àggressive- 37
Protective
Ingestive 35
Àffiliative 2
Àchievement 9
Restorative 44
Ðependency l3
Eliminative 0
Sexual l-

26

25

57 37 L3

20

65 14 70

1
7

31

0
I

25
5

t4
31
18

3
0

]6
?

9
20
t2

2
0

1
E

20
9
0
1

100

25
r00

45
0
tr

18
t!

9
18
l_1

2

90
20
45
90

10
0
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another. These instances are described by the researcher as

"tied" values. where one behavíoral subsystem was clearly
predominant, it is descríbed as "absoluter'. In absolute

terms, nine "non-attender" respondents identífied the rnost

HPBS in the aggressive-protective behavioral subsystem,

compared with five of the I'aÈtender'r respondents. In aII
other behavíoraI subsystems, more "attender" respondents

identified the most behaviors. Affiliative, dependency,

eliminative, and sexual behaviors did not predominate for

any respondents in eíther group. Hoil'ever, for four respon-

dents in the "non-attender" group, dependency behaviors were

tied with another behavioral subsysten as being the most

frequently identified (see Table 11).

TABLE 11

Predominant Behavioral Subsystem by Group

Behav i ora l
Subsystem

Àttenders Non-at tenders

AbsoLute Tied Absofute Ti ed

Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency

Aggressive-protective 5
Ingestive 3
Affiliative 0
Àchievenent 2
Restoralive 5
Ðependency 0
E] ininative 0
Sexua1 0

?

0
0
5
0
0
0

9
L
0
L
3
0
0
0

2
+
0
I
+
4
0
0
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Individual HPBs idenLified by respondents in each group

v¡ere summarized. For example, all the respondents who indi-

cated "don't smoke', "quit smoking", "avoid smokin9", or

"don't start smoking" were grouped in the category "don't
smoke". Calegories \tere further grouped according !o

specific Aoals related to each behavioral subsysten (Auger,

1976; Grubbs, 1980 i Johnson, 1980 ) . "Don't snoke" was

further categorized as an aggressive-protective behavior

related to the specific goal of "dírectly attackíng the

perceived source of danger". In sone instances' a single

respondent identified more than one HPB related to each

category. For example, "brushing teeth" and "fIossing" were

individual HPBs related to the caLegory "dental hygiene".

Consequently, the overall freguency of the identified

categories does not always correspond to the number of

respondents identifying HPBs within each category (see Table

t2).



Table 12
Frequency of EPB categories by Behavioral Subsystem and

Behavioral Goal bY G¡ouP

Non-attena¡ers

diètary
restrictions

44
(saIt, sugar, neat)

7
(sweets, salt, sugar,
fatty foods' caffeiner

BehaviorâI Subsysteûr

Behavioral Goal

Category

sun exposure
8. r¡ear safety

glasses
9. protect bearing

10. inj ury avoidance

5. weight control 0
6. alress appropriatêly I
7. give early an¿l 0

priority attention
to illness

f. install smoke 0
detectors

9. keep a fire 0
extinguisher in
the hone

10. drivê carefully 0
11, !¿ear seatbelts I
12. keep imnunizations 0

up to ¿late
13. nonthly breast 1

self-examination

junk foods, food
additives )

l1
II

ALtenders

I. ÀGG&ESÊIVE:IBQIECLIYE:

À. Dirl|çËly attackino perceived source of danqer

1. donrt sÍroke I 8
2. don't drink 2 2
3, avoid pollutants 0 0

4. nealications I I
(don't take i¡ithout a
doctor I s order)

5. avoit¡ alrugs 0 0
(narcotics )

6. keep poisons in 0 0

a safe pÌace
7- avoid excessive I I

*of
Respond Frequency Respon¿l

or

II

t
0
I

77
33
1I

(air, job)
11

(donrt take past exPiry
date, avoid leftovel ones)

II

14. yearly Pap test 0 0 I

C. witbd¡awl fron the Þerceived source of ¿lanqe'

I. avoid stressful 2 I 0
situatio¡ts

00
00
00
tl

(do out of the house
activities aluring
daylight hours)
11

I1
(avoid crime' donr t
fight)

II. INGESTIVE

À. Internalize food and/or flui¿ls

l. eat nutritious, 24
well balanced nìeals

I

(eat when hungry, eat a
qooal breakfast, Iunch.
have a honenatle supper)

t9 16

(eat rair fruits antl
vegetabfes' variety in
nea1s, plan neafs
accoraling to the Foo¿l
cuide)

tso(,

20

B. Indirectlv neutralizir¡o perceived sources of alanoer

1. personal hygiene 5 4
(bathing, shanpooing)

11. fooal poisoning 0

2. dental hygiene 1

3.

II 8
(bathing. shaÌpooing 'brushing hair. wâshing
hands)
86

(brushing' flossing)
(cIean food preparation,
clean house)

2. drink irater
3. take vitamins
4, drink alcohol

no¿lerately
5. alrink ne¿licine

r¡hen sick
0

0
4
3

t

environnental
hygiene

( brushing
0

7

, flossing)
0



B. Àcouisitio¡ of infornation to relíeve ionorance

I. be informeal 1 I 0
regarding healtb
hazards

2. have an open nind' 0 0 t
learn fron all people
and situations you encounter

c. Acouisition of resources reouire¿l fo' su'vival

1. get fresh air 2 2 I

D. ¡lonitor e¡vironmentâl events for changes

keep stress to a
Ìninimum
keep a positive
nental outlook
(think positive'
¡nainÈain a posit
attitude to life
keep busy
be happy
learn to relax

IV. ÀCqIEVEIIËNT

A. l,tasterv of serf iñ terns of conoetencv and discip-Ii¡l:

t.

I
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
I
I
t

0
I
I
I

I

t
I

I
I

alor¡'t forget you
are an i¡nportant
person
keep nentally
active

IIII. AFFILIÀTIVE

À, Ascribeal grouo affir iation

L stay close to your 0

Pârents2. fanily ¡nenbers should 0
spenal time and do things
together-baveâfamily
alay each week

3. tell your chilalren 0
about your culture an¿l
backqround

B. Achieved group affiliation linvolvês seÌf-action)

l. participate in 0 0 I
community activities

2. join a sport uith 0 0 t
a frienaÌ you enjoy

3. get out and neet I I 0
peopre

4. tte active in church I I 0

0

0

8. keep phlsicatly 0 0
active

9. dontt tet yourself 0 0
get bored

10. be active 0 0
ll. feel good about 0 0

yoursêlf
12. enioy life to the 0 0

fullest

B. ua;erw or pe.sons. objects an¿l i¿leas

l. have a alaily I I
schedufe - inportant
for fanily control

C. PÊrsonar acconplishnent

1. use nassage to 1 I
treat and diagnose
i11ûess

2. use coconut oil t I
for rubbing nuscle
aches

3. accept responsibfity
for your onn health and
befieve you have the abilitY
to heal yourself and lJaral off
iìÌness 0 0

4. kûor ehaÈ you believe
in antl follon this. speak
and use your o!ùn ideas,
try not to be influenced
by anyone 1 t

I

ì

0

F



D. Creative/recreationâl achievement

l. have a hotby-nusic,

VIII.

A.

B.

c.

D.

seekinq attent ion,/ recogn it i on in a ¡onreciprocâted inte.âction ú,ith
anotber in¿lividual

V. BESIQ&ÀBIVE

A. Ee,Lievi¡-s-lsü-sle

l. get enough sleep
2. rest
3. take tine to

relax

B. change of activity t,atterh

l. e¡ercise 19
2. have recreationaf 2

activities
3. take time away fron

lrork (escape from
routir¡es) I

4. spend a couple t
of hours each alay
on yourself
take ìeisurely
walks
have social
functions to relax

VII. EIIüINÀTIVE

À. Corúnunicàting feel ings/emot ions to the environnênt

1. laugb 0 0 I
2. donrt hold tbings 0 0 I

in
3. speak to a friend 0 0 I

or Pareùt if sonetbing
is bothering you

B. lÍaste pro¿luct excretion

C. hpârtipo i¡fornatio¡

SEXUAL

Estahìishinq phvsical. iñtinâcv

I. sleep *ith only I 1
partner - your husban¿l

Devetôoino skills qppropriate tô ohers sex

Àssunption of status and roles

Develooing a sexual identitv

IT
6

L
I

L
1I

6

3

l9
2

15
4

I5
4

0
0

2

I
0

I
I

o

I

VI. DEPEI{DENCY

À. seekinq assistance from a source of authoritv

1. get regular I 8
check-ups $ith
the doctor

2. qet reqular 4 1
check-ups rùith
the aÌentist

3. have regular 0 0
check-ups (not specified)

B. cainino âpÞroÌavreaÊs].r f,ran-ltherE

l. have a reliqiori I I

10 l0

6

2

0
tso(¡
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In Part III of the HPB queslionnaire respondents were

asked to identify changes they had made in the last year for

the purpose of looking after their own health. In total,

"attenders" identífíed 72 such changes, conpared wiLh 60 for

the "non-attenderst'. Individual "attenderrr respondents

identified from 0 to 9 such changes with a mean of 3.5.

"Non-aÈtenders" identífied from 0 to 6 wíth a nean of 3.0

( see Table 13 ) .

TÀBLE 13

Summary of Changes in Behaviour Over the Past Year by Group

Change content was analyzed according to Johnson's

behavioral subsystems. validity of the researcherr s

categorization of the health behavior changes was estimated

by having tr,lo Masters prepared nurses independently

categorize the identified changes. There ltâs total concur-

Attenders Non -a t tenile r s

Total number of changes

Mi n imum

Max inun

Range

Mean number of changes

72

0

9

9

3.6

60

0

Ê,

6

3.0
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rence on 388 of the items and at least two of the researcher

and nurse colleagues f.or 924 of the items. once again

discrepancies were related to difficulties in judging the

intention of the identified behavior change.

In al1 the behavioral subsystems, "attendersl identi-

fied more changes except in the affiliative category where

both groups identified three changes. Neither group identi-

fied any changes in the eliminative and sexuaL behavioral

subsystems. More "âttender" respondents identified changes

in the ingestive, achievement ' restorative, and dependency

categories. More "non-âttenders" identified aggressive-

protective and affiliative behavioral changes (see Tab1e

14).

Changes identified by "attendersrr represented an

average of. 2.5 behavioral subsystems. They ranged from 0 to

5. changes identified by "non-attenders" ranged in nunber

from 0 to 5 with a mean of 2.L5 (see Table 15).

Individuat respondents were analyzed in terns of the

dominant behavioral subsystem reflecÈed by the changes iden-

tified. In absolute terms more "attenders" identified
changes in the âggressive-protective and restorâtive subsys-

tems. One respondent in each group identified the most

changes in the affiliative behavioral subsystem. For one

respondent in the 'rnon-attender" 9roup, ingestive changes

predorninated. Àchievement, dependency, elininative, and

sexuaL changes did nol predorninate for any respondents in
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TÀBLE ].4

HPB Changes by Behavioral Subsystem by Group

TABLE 15

Number of BehavioraL Subsysterns Experiencing Change by Group

Attenders Non-attenders

Mea n

Minimum

Max imum

Ran ge

2,5 2.15

0

R

0

Tot,âI number of
cbanges ídenlif 1 ed

Nu¡nber of respondents
identi fying changes in
each behavioral subsyslem

Behavioral Att
Subsystem

Non-att Àttenders Non-attender s

Aggressive-
Protect i ve
I nge st ive
Affiliative
Achievement
Restorat ive
Dependency
El imi nat ive
Sexual

3I

t2

27 t7 (80*) t7

17

(858)

3
4

20
3
U

0

9

2
t7

1
0
0

1l-
1

L6
2
0
0

(ss8)
(ss)

(208)
(80å)
(108)

2
2

14
1
0
0

(8s8
( 108
( 103
( 708
(se
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eíther group. Many respondents in both groups identífied an

equal number of changes within more than one behavioral

subsystem. These are described as I'tied" values (see Table

16).

TÀBLE 16

Predominant Behavioral Subsystems
Ident í f ied by Respondents

Individual. changes identified by respondents

group were summarized in a manner similar to thal
summarize the HPBS identifíed in the HPBQ - Part

Tab1e 17 ) .

Represented by Changes
in Each Group

in each

used to
( seeI

Attenders Non-attenders

Behavioral Subsystem Abs Tied
Freq Freq

Abs Tied
Freq F req

Aggress ive-protect ive
I ngest ive
Affiliative
Ach i evement.
Restorative
Depe n de nc y
EI imi na t ive
SexuaI

6
0
1
0
2
0
0
0

I
0
L
7
l-
0
0

6
1
I
0
I
0
0
0

I
4
1
1
I
L
0
0



Table 17
Freouencv of tse¿lth Behavior Change Categories

' _ bv Behavioral Subsysten bY
gãhavioral Goal bY Group

C. with¿lraú¡ì f¡om the perceived source of aÌânger

l. left husband for 0 0 1

safety from hi¡[
I

Behavioral Subsysten Attenders Non-atten¡lers

Behavioraì Goal

*of *of
Change Category lrequency ResPond' Frequency ResPond'

ÀGGRESSIVE-PRoltBCTIVE

À. pirectlv attackina perceived source of dangêr

I. Retluceal or quit 4 4 7

snokinq
z, iããucãá o. qu¡t 3 3 2

Iiouor intake
¡- iåãiãåtiã""7a'uc" o o I

II. II!ÊESJLIVE

À. lnternâlize food and/or fluids

t.

l. takinq courses t

eating nìore
nutritious' well
balanced rneals

9922
(nore naturaf fooils ' 

(nore fruits & vegetables
having a better breakfast' nore natural foo¿ls)
folloeing Canada Food GuÍde
nore diligently, nore fruits I
vegetables)

00112. bêgan tlrinking

3. started taking 0 0 3

vitanins

B. Àcqùisition ôf inforÌnatiôn t9 relieve igqora¡ce

( stoPPetÌ injectable
narcÈói.cs, stopPed
taking dope' cut'loen
on Pills. stot'['ed
taking Physician
Prescribed entroPhen
ãuring tbe sunner)

B. rn¿tirectry neutratizing Dercievetl source of danaêr

1. dental byqiene 2 2 1 I
(dâil Y brushing' (started
'daili frossinõ) flossins)

2. eeight control/ I 8 5 5

dietinq
s- àietari 13 9 6';.:;;;:Ëi."" (sugåi,corree, (corree,.susar'!!!ty!:?9:'-coÍa 

ãrinks' sweets, salt' jan' greasy & sprcy
Pork' salt, nhite flour foof¡s)
ã sugar, soft drinks'
fatti foods' junh foods 'caffóine, suqaled guttr)

t
(correspondence
in sociology)

(rêlaxation, educatiotral,
setf-inprovenent)

ì

C. Àcquisition of resources for surwivar

l. financial I I

2. started to snoke

(babysitting to suppleDent
family incone)

Il0

III. ÀEE!trüIÀIIYE

A. Àscribed aroqp affiliâtion
0

4. $ear seat belts 0
5. "taking better care 1

of ny body"

B. Achieved group affiliations linvolves seff-actionl

l. joined support group I ì
(Lå Leche leâgue

2. joined recreational/ I I
sport group (oil paintinq)

00
32

(bingo' curling' stoPPed
going to Spa alone)

ts
Ho



rv, ÀcIlIEv¡l'lENÎ

V. RESTORÀTIVE

A. üastery of serf in te'ns of conÞqLe¡¡cy aplllt j.sçiipl.i¡g

l. donrÈ let things t I 0
upset ne as much

B.@

l. changed ¿loctors 0 0 t

c. Pe¡Ê.9¡al-acçonpliEhEe4tÊ

VI. DEPENDENCi

À. seeki¡g assistance from a source of authority

l. started going to 2
thê dêntist nore ôften

2. started going to I
doctor nore regularly

3. got pronpt 0
attention for
ljeight change

vrr. E&¡üü!ÀLIyE

vrrr. .sEx!lÀ!

I. became inalependent
2. yell at kials less
3. startêal doing 0

bouserdork ûore often

D, c¡eative/rêcreational achieltenent

l took oil painting I
lessons to develop
a nefr skill

0
0
I

0
0
I

(9o to bed earlier)
0

A. Rel ievino fatigue

l. keep bêtter sleep I

2. rêìax nore 1

B. chanoe of activity pattêrn

1. qet nore and more 13
regular exercise (jogging

cyclinq
2. recreational I

activities
3. taking tine away 2

fron work. fanily
responsibilities

4. get out of the I
house everyday

. sPâr

. ralking)

l3
(watking

t2
jogging,
cycfing)

0

1ì

I

2

I

s!ûlûtlÍ1n9,

( t ravel )
t

tsts
H
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In addition respondents were asked to indicate the

cause or influence for each health behavior change identi-
fied (HPBQ - Part III). The influences identífied felI into

four major categories which for the purpose of this study

have been described as: (a) personal influences, (b) rnedia

influences, (c) fear, and (d) interpersonal influences.

Personal influences ínclude those items that are related to
self motivalion for change. These fell primarily ín the

areas of change initiated by the índividual for the purpose

of gaíning symptom relief or to "feel better". Media influ-
ences ínclude respondent statenents that made reference to

advertising or reading about the harmful effects of certain
practices. Change influences that made reference to

perceived vulnerability to harmful substances or siluations
were grouped in the category "fear". Interpersonal inf l-u-

ences lrere those that described family, friends, heallh

professionals, society, or changing life situations as the

primary cause of the behavior change. À conplete, verbatim

list of change influences in relatíonship to the above

described categories and the behavioral subsystern of the

related change ís províded in Appendix I.
Personal influences represented the greâtêst influence

for change ín both sample groups. As a.percentage of the

respective totals this category represented 548 of aIl those

identified by the "attender'r group and 53* of aII those

ídentified by the "non-attender" group. Change influences
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in this câtegory were related to changes in all the behav-

ioral subsystems in which changes were identifíed in each

group. They were the predominating influence in the

aggressive-protective behavioral subsystem for "attenders"
(15) and in the restorative behavioral subsystem for "non-

attenders" (1f ).
Media influences hrere few in nunber in both groups.

They were identified as the precipitatíng factor for 68 of

the behavior changes in both groups. Two behavior changes

in the aggressive-protective subsystem were attributed to
thís factor by both "attenders" and "non-attendersrr. One

"non-attender" respondent attributed an ingestive behavior

change to thi s factor.
There was a marked difference between the two groups

with respect to fear motivation. This influence represented

only 2? of the totat in the 'iattender" group compared to L6å

in the I'non-attenders". In both groups, fear was primarily

associated with aggressive-protective behavior changes.

Next to personal influences, interpersonal factors were

identified as being a major change influence in bot,h groups.

They accounted for 388 of all the changes ídentified by

"attenders" and 268 of those identified by I'non-attendèrs".

Like the personal influences, they loo were related to
behavior changes in most of the behavioral subsystems in

which changes were identified. SimilarIy they were nost

frequently stated as the influence for aggressive-protective

ând restoraÈive changes in both groups.
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À summary of data related to change influences is
presented in Table 18. The total number of influences iden-

tified are not the same as the number of changes identified
in each group because of missing data or a misinterpretation

of the question by some respondents. Às such the percent-

ages are calculated using the total number of behavior

changes for which an influencing factor was idenLifíed.

TÀBLE ].8

Change Influences by Category by Behavioral Subsystem by
Gr oup

Personal Med ia Fear Interpersonal

Behavi ora 1
Subsystem

Att Non-
att

Àtt Non-
att

Àtt Non-
CILL

Att Non-

Àggress ive-
Protect ive
Ingestive
Affíliative
Achi evenent
Restorative
Ðependenc y
El imi nat ive
Sexual

15 I
46
11
20

11 11
31
00
00

22 ]-795

0
0
0
2
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
U

0

7
2
0
ð
0
0
0

1
I
1
5
0
0
0

TotaI

z

36

54

27- 4

53 6

Attenders 3
Non-attenders

5 1 26

38

L3

266216
*Missing data:

9
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rindÍngs from the social acquiescence questionnaire

revealed that the majoriLy of subjects in both groups

responded from a frame of reference that L'ås congruent with

the study purpose. Some 18 "attenders" and 16 "non-

attenders" identified one or several of the study

constructs. Two 'rnon-attenders" stated only that lhe study

was "interesting". Ðata was nissing for two respondents in

each group.



DI SCUSSI ON

Much of the discussion, such as that relating to the

melhodology, has relevance to more than one research ques-

tion. Therefore, for purposes of clarity, the discussion

related to methodological contributions and Iimitations is
presented first. Substantive contributions are descríbed in

relationship to each research question.

Methodo looical Contributions and Limi tat i on s

There is empirical evidence to suggest that volunteers

who agree to partícipate in research on attendance compli-

ance tend to have "a greater proclivity to comply" (Ramsey,

1982, p,622). While there is no way of knowing to trhat

extent the "non-attendêrs" were truly "non-attenders" in the

classicaL conpliance sense, this did not seem to be a factor

in this study. The choice of random sampling did not pose a

problem and, in fact, was demonstrated to be a viable alter-
native to the theoretical sampling more generally used in

these types of studies. Respondents in both groups readily

agreed to participate and field observations suggested that

those who did seemed to enjoy the experience. Many respon-

dents in both groups expressed (either verbâlly or in their
response to the SÀQ) pleasure al being chosen to parlicipate

116 -
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and for being given the opportunity to provide assistance to

health professionals who were endeavoring to learn more

about health. This willingness to participate suggests that

the "interest" factor referred to in the appo i ntment- keepi ng

behavior literature may be operative in gaining study

participation from a "non-attender" sample. This observa-

tion suggests an area for future research.

Involvement of the Nursing Co-ordinator in sample prep-

aration was insightful. It confirmed the researcher's prac-

tice observation that health professionals do conceptualize

clients in terms of appo i ntment - keepi ng behavior. Moreover,

having the clinic nurse split the sampling frame in terms of

her o¡rn definition of "attendert and I'non-âttender" and lhen

having her prepare an ex post facto description of the

criteria she used to make the group designations was a

useful way to (a) gain insight into the clinic's primary

concern with respect lo "nissed" appoint,ments, and (b) avoid

imposing a researcher-defined set of criteria to designate

the groups which may or may not have accurately reflected
the way a practicÍng professional differentiates them. This

approach could be useful to those who are interested in

evaluating the conceptualization of appointmen!-keeping

behavior and concomitanl concerns in a cLinic.
The higher mobility rates and greater proportion of

"non-attenders" r{ho did not have phones raises questions

about the efficacy of a telephone or postcard reninder

system.
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Vthile most studies of appointment-keeping behavior tend

to vierr' non-attendance as a negative behavior and one which

must be reduced, eliminated, or accon¡nodated in the ínter-
ests of continuity of care to the client or !o efficient
clinic functioning, this study had no predetermined focus.

It gave equal and fair attention !o both groups and did not

presuppose any value judgements, thereby remaining sensitíve

to alI possible theoretically relevant relationships. In

support of this, the identity of respondents with respect to

their group designation "was unknown to the researcher until
completion of data collection. Research on both groups

proceeded in an unbiased manner, free of the influence of

any preconceived notion with respect to appo í ntnent - keepí ng

behavior.

Judging by the scope and personal nature of the HPBs

identified by respondents in Parts I and III of lhe [¡PBQ,

the use of a self-administered questionnaire to elícit
health behavior information was a good choice. However, the

freedom with which many respondents discussed personal

health-related natters after conpletion of the questionnaire

suggests that, for some respondents, a personal interview

nay have been an equal,Iy good approach to data collection.
On the other hand, part of the perceived freedom !o discuss

health may have been related to exposure to the question-

naire or to beíng chosen to parLicipate in the study.
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Detailed description of the sample groups with respect

to women and families in Wínnipeg will facilitate replíca-
tion studies. It will aLlow other clinics to assess their
c1íent populations with respect to the soc i odemograph i c

variabl.es thereby delimiting the generalizability of the

study findings. Since the majority of variables that have

been previously found to have a relationship to health

behaviors are represented, it provides an excellent source

of data for secondary analysis.
Two fâctors related to the soc i odemograph i c variables

need further conment. Firstly, cauÈíon is needed in the

interpretation of the infornation regarding ethnicity. The

researcher was alerted to a possible problem when several

respondents asked for question clarification. They indi-
cated that they perceived themselves as being of one ethnic

origin but vrere restricted to stating another because the

questíon specified origin on the "fatherrs'r side. Further

checking with Stalistics Canada revealed that the census

question with respect to ethnicity has recently been revísed

lo renove the specification of the "father's" side.
Second]y, the use of a SES rneasure that does not categorize

families but rather rates them in relalionship to others in
lheir orr¡n community seems to have sorne inherent value. It
provides the researcher with an appreciation of the relative
status of an individual or family within the context of the

community in rvhich they live. The model selected for use in
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this study (creen, 1970), uses information grounded in

research-based knowledge. For example, it uses the motherrs

educational attâinment level--a variable acknowledged ín the

Iiterature as thé best indicator of social class. Having

three, equally valid formulae for calculating SES circum-

vented the problem posed by rnissing data in the self-
adninistered questionnaire used in this study. l{híIe

Greenrs original values for the ranked occupatíon, educa-

tion, and farnily income groups were calculated using 1969

U.S. census dala, it was relatively easy to prepare stan-

dardized scores for the population under study. However,

before preparing standardized scores it was necessary to

rank order occupatíonal groups. This presented a major

difficulty. Most recognized scales exclude f ema le-dom i nated

occupations and assume that someone in the family unit is
gainfully employed in an occupation (BIishen, 1958; BLishen,

1967; Blishen & McRoberls, 1976). Because it was an!ici-
pated that some of the sample mothers woul-d be the nain

income earner in the family and because, in a time of high

unemployment, it was likely that â number of families would

not have anyone employed in an occupation, a more flexible
scale was needed. The Blishen and Carroll (1978) rank

ordering of 465 occupations having f e¡nale members v¡as the

alternative selected. In this scale, occupations are ranked

according to female education and income leveIs. The

authors claim that there is "a close similarity between nen
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and women respecting occupational stratification by educa-

tional level" but "considerable difference in the pattern of

stratification by income" (p. 352). The extent to which the

Iatter influenced the occupatíonal rankings and subsequent

SES scores for sample familíes in which the father ¡ras the

main income earner is unknown.

Several limitations of this study are related to
instrument validity and reliabilíty. While lhe self-esteem

instrument has been tested for reliability as well as face

and construct validity, the testing was carried out on a

populalion quite different from the one addressed in this
study. Reliability testing of the researcher-designed HPBQ

(Part II ) is limited.
Johnson's behavíora1 subsystems and related goals

provided a useful working framework within which to organize

responses for the purpose of exploring the complexity and

dÍversity of HPB pâtterns in the two sâmple groups. In

addition, it provided a useful organizational franework

r+ithin which to organize responses for the two sample

groups. The validity of classificalion of HPBS into

Johnson's behavioral subsystems is questionable in that the

categories are not rnutually exclusive. The extent of Lhis
-problem is reflected in the relatively low agreement betr,¡een

the researcher and both nurse colleagues with respect to the

categorization. Information regarding behavior intention

would rectify thís problen and make future use of this
framework in descriptive study appropriate.
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Bias ís introduced by the retrospective nature of lhe

HPBo - Part III. It demands recall of information by the

respondent. The extent to which this reflects actual change

over tirne is unknown. Moreover, it only addresses changes

that occurred within the previous year and ígnores those

mâde ât an earl.ier point in time.

Health behavíors are l-ikely to be interpreted as a

socially desirable behavior, hence there is a possibility
that beliefs about the imporlance of behavíors may be nísre-
ported in an effort to please the investigator. The extent

to which attempts to control this bias through instrument

construction, assurances of no right or wrong ansr,rers, and

confidentiality are effective is unknown. Responses to the

SÀQ ref J.ect that respondents had a good understanding of the

area under study and they showed Iitt1e hesitancy in
expressing their own opinion. Such apparent perceiveil

freedom to express themselves suggests that social desir-
ability response set was likely ninimal.

The purpose of lhe study as perceived by the respon-

dents was congruent with that of the actual study. This

suggests that respondents were not influenced in their
responses by a different perceived purpose. This knowledge

supports the validity of interpreting findings within the

contexÈ of the stated study purpose.
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ouestion 1

Is there an association between self-esteem, complexity of

the HPB pattern, and diversity Of the HPB pattern in two

groups of mother s?

Substantive Contributions and Lirnitations

The personal information guestionnaire provided a

number of useful insights. AI1 except three respondents

identified themselves as the person having primary responsi-

bility for family health care. This finding ís consistent

with the literature thât describes the importance of the

person in the wife-mother role with respect to family health

care and decision-making. It affirms the wísdom of focusing

health behavior research on this group.

An interesting and unexpected finding was the differ-
ence between the t¡qo sample groups with regard to their
assessment of personâI health status. l.¡hile 808 of "atten-
ders" perceived themselves to be healthy with only 208

stating they Ì1rere I'not sure" or "not healthyt', comparable

figures for "non-attenders" were 508 and 508 respectively.

These findings raise some interesting questions and suggest

some importan! directions for future investigation. Since

respondents ín each group seem to use different criteriâ for
assessing health slatus, it suggests that health is a multi-
dimensíonal concept. Il is importanl to examine the assess-

menl criteria for each group and how they differ between the

groups,
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Response to the open-ended question in which

respondents were asked to conceptualize r'¡hat "things" they

thought people should do to look after their heaLth (¡lpgo -

Part I), revealed that aI1 respondents were able to identify

activities they perceived to be important. À ¡vide range of

activities was identified, most of ¡vhich do not require

direct involvenent of the formal heallh care system or

professional providers of care. These findings support the

assumptions underlying this sludy that a1l people can

conceptualize behaviors important for health protection and

that the job of protecting one's health is primarily a

personal matter. Thus future investígation of health behav-

iors withín a narrow medically defíned range of behaviors

cannot be justified. .ludging by the sheer numbers of HPBs

identified by respondenls in both groups, the universe of

HPBS is wíde and research that limits itself to a narrovly

defined group of HPBs, whether medically defined or other-

wise, is misdirected. The number and variety of HPBs iden-

tified suggest that mothers have considerable health-related

knowledge. Together with the partícipants' desire to

discuss health matters wilh the researcher, this represents

widespread interest in heatth and related behaviors. The

pervasíve nature of the identified HPBS suggests that health

and behaviors associated with health, are integral to the

Iife process of individuals.
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Specifics with respect to the identified ¡tPBs and the

behavioral subsyslens represented by them, províde further

insight. For example, most of the HPBs identified were not

of an illness-related or disease preventative nature thereby

suggesting that respondents in this study were able to make

the distinction between health and illness. Most were those

subject to individual control and self-care and feII rnaín1y

in the areas of health maintenance and health promotion.

Behaviors concerning nutrition and exercise were the two

most frequently identifíed HPBs by respondents in both

groups. others freguently mentioned in both sample groups

were those related to sleep, rest and relaxation, personal

and denlal hygiene, srnoking, dietary restrictions, and the

taking of vitamins. while some respondents stated HPBS in

general terns (e.g. "good nutrition"), others provided more

specifics regarding \"hat general HPBS meant to !hen. Not

all the identified HPBs v¡ould be regarded as effective by

the scientifically oriented medical community e.g. 'tuse

massage to treat and diagnose ilIness", "laugh", "keep an

open rnind in order to learn f rorn aII people and all situ-
ations", "tell your children âbout your background and

culture'r, "be active in church", "have a religion".
Little mentíon was nade of those HPBS that have been

the subject of recent najor media-directed health education

programs in Manitoba. one respondent in each group

mentioned using seat be1ts, one "attender'r indicated the
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need for monthly breast self-examination, and one rrnon-

attender" ídentífied tha! it was important for women to have

a yearLy Pap lest. This suggests that public media, as a

tool for publíc health education has Iimiled value. Further

evidence of lhis is found in the relatively few mothers who

identified the media as an important change influence.

with respect to the patterns of ttPBs identified,

"attenders" identified the nost HPBS in the ingestive and

restoratíve behavioral subsystems. This suggests that this
group may have had greater exposure to formal health educa-

tion programs that emphasíze health care in the areas of

nutrition, rest, relaxation, and exercise e.g. prenatal

classes. I'Non-attenderrr identífíed HPBs were nore evenly

distributed throughout aII the behavioral subsystems. They

identifíed more t{PBs ín the aggressive-protective, affilia-
tive, achievement, and dependency behavioral subsystems.

This suggests the importance of control, relationships,
other involvement, and directly or indirectly attacking

perceived sources of danger to this group.

Aggressive-protective behaviors predominated for the

majori!y of respondents in the rrnon-attenderrr group.

Àggressive-protective and restorative behaviors predominated

for an equal number of those in the "attender" group.

Dominance of aggressive-protective behaviors persÍsted in

both groups with respect to HPB changes (itpso - Part IiI).
These findings seem to reflect the traditional focus of
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health education programs in the areas of risk factor avoid-

ance (tobacco, a1cohol, dietary), safety practices, and

general heatth practices (personal, dental, and environ-

mental hygiene).

Àn analysis of change infLuences (HpaQ - Par! III)
provides further insight. The influences identified by both

groups fell into the areas of personal influences, media

ínfluences, fear, and interpersonal influences. These

closely parallel the motivating and inhibiting determinants

of health behaviors described by Pender (1975). They also

seem to reflect some elements of predictive models of health

behavior described in the Iíterature. For example, fear

influences seem to be similar to the 'rperceived vulner-

ability" variable of the HBM. Statements of change influ-
ence such as t'the kids are older - I have nore time",

suggest that the removal of "barriers" to action may also be

important. ¡¡edià and interpersonal influences parallel the

sources of health infornation described by Litman (1974).

PersonaL factors accounted for over half the changes in

both sarnple groups. This may suggest that mothers in both

the sample groups perceive themselves as participants in

health care--producers of heal th.
Changes attríbuted to interpersonal factors support the

importance of the family as a unit of health care.

InfLuences in this category are primarily those of family

members or family situations (pregnancy, children getting
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older). This suggests that mothers do see themselves as

having a socializing role with respect to family health.

A close exa¡ninatÍon of specific HPB changes and their
related influences supports a rnultidimensional conceptuali-

zation of HPBs. The same influence is not operational for

aII the HPB changes described by an indívidual respondenÈ or

even for all the HPBS within a particular behavioral

subsystem. Thus, factors associated with one behavior

change are not the same as those for other behavior changes

described by an individual respondent. Nor is the same

influence associated with the same behavioral change between

respondents. For example, several respondents described

making a change by way of getting more exercise--a restora-

tive behavioral change. However a variety of personal and

interpersonal factors were described as the major source of

influence in Lhís regard. Further investigation of dimen-

sionality from the perspect.ive of change behavior and their
assoc iated ínfluences is needed.

Fewer total numbers of HPB changes identified by 'rnon-

attender" respondents, coupled with an ability to identify a

Iarge number of HPBS I suggests a reduced energy exchange

between these nothers anil their environments. Thus, while

energy exchange with the environment has been sufficient to

develop an âwareness of HPBs, the "non-attender" mothers may

have relativeì.y ì.ess stamina with which to pursue health

choices. In these mothers the extent and rate of energy
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interchange may be influenced by their relatively older mean

age, Iower SES, and lower fanily income. In light of

Rogers' theory, i! suggests that the intensity, density,

and/or extênt of the human energy field was less for "non-

attenders" at the time of data collection. It would be

interesting to explore which characteristic of the human

energy field (intensity, density, or extent) is most impor-

tant to the generation of health behavior change.

Failure to demonstrate a significant relationship

betr¡een the self-esteern, complexity of the ttPB pattern, and

diversity of the HPB pattern variables in either group

suggests that the predictive capacity of self-esteen with

respect to a wide variety of behaviors does not hold for

health behaviors. Ì^7hile replication research is needed to

substantíate thís finding, it seems to be consistent with

lhe conceptual framework. If the individual ís a "unified"
who1e, the wây in which the whole is expressed is likely to

differ with respect to different concepts. It could be

aEgued that categorization of HPBs into behavioral subsys-

tens violâtes a principle of Rogers' theory which states

that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Thus,

pâtterns of lhe whole may not be inferred by J,ookÍng at

parts of the whole (subsystens). Àlternatively, holographic

theory and enpirical study substantiates that the whole is

reflected in the parts.
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Quest ion 2

How does self-esteem in moÈhers described as clinic I'atten-

ders" compare with self-esteem in mothers described as

clinic "non-attenders " ?

Substant ive Contributions and Limitations

The failure to demonstrate a signíficant difference

between the two sample groups with respect to self-esteen,

suggests that the boundaries of lhe human- env i ronment fields
of the groups are sínílar. While the environnental interac-

tion contributing to the development of self-esteem is

likely dífferent, the outcome at the time of data collection
vras the same få, both groups. This finding is intriguing
since it suggests that explanations of differences ín

appointrnent-keeping behavior on the basis of dÍfferences in
self-esteem are insufficient. The association of high or

Iow self-esteem values with other types of behavíor, may not

hold for appo i ntment - keepi ng behavior. Since both sample

groups were randomly selected from the same sampling frame,

and differentiated only on the basis of their appointment-

keeping behavior, it implies that non-attendance is not

likeJ.y a negative behavior. It may represent a situation
wherein the client is asserting herself, Àccording to

Barofsky (1978) non-compliance represents ân attempt by the

client to gain back self-control in order lo establísh

self-care.
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Alternalively, factors associated with the development

of self-esteem may have contributed to the similarity
between the groups. If being a mother contributes in a

subsLantive r{ay to the developnent of self-esteem, one would

expect two groups of mothers to be similar on this variable.

Question 3

How does the complexity of the HPB pattern in mothers

described as clinic "attenders" compare with the conplexity

of the HPB pattern in those described as cliníc "non-

attenders"?

Substant ive Contributions and Lí¡nitations

"À!tenders" at clinic were not significantly different
from their "non-attender'r counterparts in terms of

cornplexity of their HPB pattern. while specifics that

contributed to the cornposite complexity of HPB pattern

scores differed between the groups and betr,reen indivíduaIs

in the same group, both groups seem to have evolved to the

sane leveL with respect to the complexity of the HPB

pattern. This implíes that the human-env i ronmen t energy

boundaries were the same for both groups aÈ the point in
space-time when lhe data vras collected. Since ínteraction

between the human and environmentaÌ energy fields leads to â

heightened level- of awareness, and awareness imbues an indi-
vidual with the capacity to make choíces, it follows tha!
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individual differences in choices can result in the same

composite outcome in ler¡ns of complexíty of the HPB pattern.

Àttendance or non-attendance at clinic could be such a

choice. Thus, an individual chooses Èo comply or not to

comply with the health professional's expectation r+ith

respect to frequency of clinic visits. Since the randomly

seLected groups in this study were differentiated only in

terms of compliance with health professional determined

expected attendance patterns, the decision not to attend as

expected may reflect an attempt by the client to exert

control and develop autonomy in this area. Moreover, those

who assert control over theír life situation may be

healthier than those who acquíesce to the expectations of

the authority (health professional). Life situations

unknov¡n to the health professional may influence the choices

an individual makes with respect to clinic attendance. For

example, failure to keep appointments as scheduled may

represent a priorization of keeping the appointment in rela-

tionship to other farnily and life comrnitments. Clinic

attendance nay not be a priority at â given point in space-

t ime .
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Question 4

Hoh' does the diversity of the HPB pattern in mothers

described as clinic "attenders" compare with the diversity
of the t{PB pattern in those described as clinic "non-

attenders " ?

Substant ive Contributions and Limitations

Subjects who did not attend clinic as scheduled were no

different than those who did with respect to the diversity
of their HPB pattern. In this study, diversity was repre-

sented by the combined scores on the number of behavioral

subsystems representeil by the specified HPBs and the total
number of behavioral changes the respondent had made during

the past year for the purpose of looking after her health.

The validity of the diversity measure needs to be questioneil

since it incorporates only those changes that occurred

wíthín a one year period prior to data collection. Many of

the r¡þss within an individual's behavior repertoire could

have evolved earlier in time. In fact, one respondent in

the "attender" group explained that while she had made many

changes to promote and maintain her healthf most had not

occurred within the previous year but as long ago as 10 - 15

years. Thus whíle the findíngs suggest that the energy

field function of "attenders" is si¡nílar to that of "non-

attenders" with respect !o the diversity of the HPB pattern

variable, meâsurenent may invalidate this inference.
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Longitudinal study is needed to provide a true reflection of

evolutionary change over time. Àssuming that the measure is

an accurate reflection of diversity, it suggests that non-

attendance at clinic may be a self-care or positive health

behavior for reasons similar to those described regarding

c ornplex i ty in Question 3.

The failure to find a significant difference between

lhe t!¡o groups in terms of self-esiãern, diversity of the HPB

pattern, or complexity of the HPB pattern, suggests that

differences between the groups on soc i o-demograph ic vari-
ables were not sufficíen! to change the outcome. They may

influence individual differences in the extent and rate of

change but do not contribute to a substantive difference

between groups. It is conceivable that their influence may

lie in the effecÈiveness of HPBS wíth respect to heallh

Status outcomes.

Failure to demons!rate any significant difference

between the groups suggests that health professionals may

opt for a view of reality (that there are I'attenders" and

"non-attenderst') that is founded more on personal beliefs

than on fact. Since sirnilarity between the groups suggests

their oneness, fragmenting people into parts or groups for

the purposes of study or care may be at cross purposes with

the v¡hole.
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Implications
Theory

Rogers clains that the science of nursing has histori-
calIy focused on the study of "unitary man" (Rogers, 1980,

p. 329). Thís means that behaviors of the person reflect
the ¡vhole, and canno! be studied or described in isolation
as parts of lhe whole. The expressions of life phenomena

have new meaning. They become individualized and specÍfic
to the individual. The science of nursing recognizes

differences as vital expressions of the evolutionary Iife
process of t.he person. It does not demand a reshaping of

the individual to conform to the expectations of others. It
is I'directed toward determining individual differences and

assisting people to develop patterns of living coordinate

with the environmenLaJ. changes rather than in conflict with

them" (Rogers, 1970, p. 123). Thus, Rogerst conceptualiza-

tíon is an ídeal one for the descriptive study of phenonena

that have so¡netines been the focus of value labe1s. It
allows unbiased descriptive research to proceed in areas,

often the object of predetermined expectations. Such areas

include those of HPBs and appointment-keeping behavíor. It
places these phenornena ín the context of an expression of

the who1e.

Rogers' theory does not dírectly Lend itself to
hypothesis testing research. The postulated unidirection-
ality of change that occurs through the continuous, simulta-
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neous, and mutual interaction between the person and envi-

ronment energy fields, precludes the possibility of causaf

rela!ionships. However, knowledge derived fron descriptíve

study of the whole can support â rnore meaningful and imagi-

native practice. Use of thís knowledge in practice may, in

turn, Lead to the development o! other theories which can

support an identifícation of dependent and independent vari-
ables. In this way Rogerst theory may become a vehicle for

the generatíon of testable hypotheses.

Às part of the cIíent's envíronnental energy field, the

nurse is in an ideal position to effect change in both human

and environmental energy fields. Because change in both is

integral, a repatterning in the nurse can assist the client
to nove towards the realization of her maximun health poten-

tiâI. The client necessarily and simultaneously becomes a

participant in lhe nursing process. Moreover, the nurse

necessarily works with the totâIity of an individual, not

just s¡ith an identified problem. She develops an apprecia-

tion and respect for differences. Thus Rogers' theory moves

the nurse ínlo an expanded nursing practice. She becomes a

true provider of primary care. Concomitantly the client
develops an expanded perspective and role in health care.
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Practice

Professional nursing practice,

seeks to promote symphonic interactíon between man and

environment, to strengthen the coherence and integrity
of the human fields, and to direct ânil redirect
patterning in the human and environmental fields for

realizatÍon of maximurn health potenlial (Rogers, I97O t

p, I22),

WhiIe the substantive contributions of this study are no!

sufficient to suggest specific nursing assistance strategies

for movement tovrards this goal, it does provide many

insights thât can assist in making the process of nursing

more meaningful and relevant. Firstly, it has exposed an

expanded conceptualization of HPBs. It has demonstrated

that, while vaIid, conventionat health provider definitions
of health behaviors are too 1imÍting. Further, that health

behaviors as described by mothers are prinarily personal in

nature in that they do noL require involvement of the fornal

health care system or professional providers for theír
enactment. This expanded understanding can facilitaLe
comprehensive nursing assessment in the areas of self-care

act,ivities. Simply asking the client "Do you consider your-

seLf to be a healthy person?rr could open up whole nes' areas

for health assessment.

Tbe study supports a multidimensional view of HPBs.

The independence of HPBs in terns of the factors that give
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rise to them, implies a need for a more flexible approach to

nursing care and in particular health education. Àpproaches

are needed which focus on the person as a "unified" whole,

rather than those that focus on modifyíng or changing

specific aspects of an individual's behavior.

Knowledge that appointment-keeping behavior rnay reflec!
the self-care capacíty of an individual can be directive to

nursing practice. For example, non-aÈtendance at clinic as

scheduled signals the need for a more comprehensive âssess-

ment. This assessment can help the nurse deterrnine lhe

extent to which the choice not to attend is being influenced

by factors that indicaLe â need for nursing qssistance. ff.

the nurse determines that non-âttendance represents an

attempt by the client to gain control or to become autono-

mous, the nurse is bound to respect the cLient's choice.

Acceptance and acknowledgement of the clien!rs right to

choose h'i1I promote a nurse-client rela!ionship that is
grounded in co-operation, coLlaboration, and respect. It
represents a move from an authoritariân to an egalitarian
working relationship between the nurse and the client. In

such a relationshíp, decisions regarding the need for and

scheduling of appointments are made co-operatively. Nurses

are freed of frustrations and guilt that come wíth trying to
gaín "compl iance" from a "non-compliant" client.

Awareness that individuals have the capacity to make

choices, has implications for health education. It câIls
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for a shift in focus from client education cenlered on

professionally defined goals that are grounded in scientifi-
caIIy based knowledge, to client perceíved ones whether or

not they are believed to be effective by the professional

community. À focus on the latter is needed if people are to
develop enhanced levels of independent well-being so that

they can fulfil their poÈentíaI to become "producers" of

health. Continued focus on the former suggests keeping

people in the dependent, "consumer" of health care services

role. To do so represents a lack of accountability on the

part of the nurse to the client and to society.

The emphasÍs given to aggressive-protective behaviors

by the respondents in this study, reflects lhe traditional
emphasis in health education on risk factor amelioration. À

focus on the importance of the "interest" in the client as

an individual factor may faciliLate a move to new directions
in health education. one "non-atlender" respondent sunmed

it up by stating that "in order for people to respond to

health education they must be touched by it" (SÀQ).

Support for focusing health education on the person in

lhe wife-mother role ís provided by the study results. Mos!

of the nothers identified that they were responsible for
family health care and several identified the importance of

exempi.ar behavior as an influence on other family menbers.
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Research

The findings of this comparative descriptíve study

suggests several promising areas for future nursing

research. Forenost, is the need to proceed with secondary

analysis using the soc i o-demograph i c data provided by the

respondents in this study.

Further exploratory research ínto the lheoretical

constructs used in this sLudy is needed. Knowledge derived

from this research would be helpful in developing an under-

stânding of health behavior generation and change.

Specific recommendations for future research include:

1. Investigation of the actual meaning attributed to

ttPBs that are freguently described in general terms.

2. Intercorrelational study to conf irrn the multidimen-

sional nature of HPBs. Study of dimensionality fron

the perspective of HPB changes and their associated

change influences ís war ranted.

3. Investigãtion into the criteria used by "atlender"
and t'non-attender" mothers to assess theír personal

health status.

4. Longitudinal study is needed to more accurately

assess the evolution of HPBS over tine.
5. Investigation of the significance of the "interest"

f actor as:

a) a nursing behavior to assist individuals to

develop an expanded behavior repertoire within

which health choices can be made,
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b) an influence in gainíng voluntary research partic-

ipation from "non-comp1 iant" clienls, and

c) an influence on appointment-keeping behavior.

Comparative descriptive study of the simiÌarity and

difference in HPB conceptualization between mothers

and other family members.

Investigation of the outcone in terms of

appointment-keeping behavior in clinics having

different philosophíes with respecÈ to self-care.

Examination of the relationship between exposure to

various health education programs and outcorne in

terms of HPB conceptualization and change.

Designing a comprehensive HPB assessment tool for use

as a guide to nursing assessnent and HPB research.

Sumna ry

This study set out to examine self-esteem and two

aspects of health protective behaviors as an expression of

the life process in humans. It explored these phenomenâ

within the context of two groups of nothers randomly

selecteil on the basis of appolntment-keeping behavior.

No rel.ationships were found bet¡r'een each of the vari-
ables within each group nor were there differences betïeen

the groups for each variable. However, these findings in

thenselves provide a nunber of useful insíghts.

6

7

I

9
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First, self-esteem has been found to be an inportant

predictor in other areas of behavior. It does not appear to

be associated wilh health-relaled behavior patterns.

Second, because the groups of rnothers have been sepa-

rated only on the basis of appointment-keeping, the lack of

difference betrreen them suggests that failure !o keep

appointments, may not, ín fact, be a negative behavior.

Third, there is evidence to support the importance of

the person in the wife-mother rofe in the generation of

health-protective behaviors. It suggests that mothers

Iikely ptay a major role in family health care and decision

making.

Fourth, the study findings suggest that client-defined
HPBs differ from health pr o f e s s i ona 1-de f i ned ones.

Fifth, behavior changes and their associated change

influences support a multidimensional view of HPBs. They

are independent.

Rogers' conceptualization has provided an excellent

framework fçr descriptive study in the area of HPBs.

Together with a number of design strengt,hs, the findings of

this study have indicated r¡ays in which nurses might suppor!

clients in a "producer of health" roLe. It suggests the

need for more research in many areas.
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Section I

HPBo (Pârt !)
Some people feel that there are things people can do to

sÈay or become healthy.

In the space provided below, please list thíngs that

vou think are important for a person to do in order to look

after their health.
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HPBQ (Part II)
Thís part of the questionnaire is designed to learn

about what things (healÈh habits) people think are important

to looking after their health.

On the left hand side of the page in Colurnn 1, I have

listed some heafth habits that other people have said they

do to stay healthy. Some of these may be the sarne as things

you listed in Part I.
Please read each of the numbered health habits and

decide whether or not you think it is something important

for people to do to look after their health. If you think
it is important, place a check mark (/) under the "Yes" in

Column 2. If you do not think it is inportant, place a

check mark under the "No" in Column 2 and rnove on to the

next health habit.
If you placed a check mark under the "Yes" in Column 2,

then choose which of the three (3) possible responses in

Column 3 best describes how important you think this partic-
ular health habit is for looking after health, Place a

check mark in the appropriate place.

Please answer aII the questions. There are no right or

wrong answers - I am only interested in learning what you

think.
Àn example is provided on the next page.



IUPORTANTVERY IMPORTAMNO

coLlJuN 2

Is it inportant fol
People to do this to
look after their health ?

YES

EXAì{SLE: C¡rü}tN I

HEALTII ITÀBIT

1. ghampoo haír resulârly

Éxplanation:

COLTJMN 3

If you checked "yes" in Colum 2, please
ifrdicare llo}I IMPoRTANT Y0ù ÎíINK rhis
tear r natE-ls-Tõi looklng after rreattn.

NOT TOO IMPORTAI.ÌI

h the above exaûple, the persor filling out the questionnaire thought it rras impoltant
to sharûpoo hair regularly in ordel to look âfter oûes heâlth. The person i¡rdicated
placing â check nark ( y' ) under the '\es" in colunn 2.

thís by

fhis person then coûsidered IiOW IMPORTÁNT it is to Êhampoo hair regularly. She decided
that it r,ùås "inportant" aûd therefore placed a check mark uûder rhe word TMPoRTANT ln coruron 3
lf this person hâd decided that shampooing hair reeularly úras NoT imporrâût ro look
after health, she vould have ptaced a check nârk under Èhe "Nolrin Colur¡úr 2 åûd then proceeded
on to the rext health habit.

H
o\
N'



I PORTANTVEßY IüPORIANÎNOYES

COLÜMN 2

ls ít lnporteût for
people to do thls to
look after thelr health?

HBPQ ' PaTT II

COLI'MN 1

I{EÀLTE IIABll

6. avoid contact üith doctors Ì{hen feeling
okaY

@LI'MN 3

lf you checked''!yesÍ ln Column 2, please
lndlcâte HOW II'PORIAIfI YoU ltllN( thts
t'..iir' r'"51t r'-T;-iãõEñ;:ãr tãt ¡"rtt

NOT TOO IUPORTANT

1. use delltal floss

2. don't snoke

3. avoi¿l Palts of the city rúith a 1ot of crine

4. avoíd getting chilled

5. eat seûsit lY (a balaûced diet)

7. âvoid over irorking

8. do things in noderation

9. pray or live by the principles of Ìeligion

10. keep your bor,tels oPen

11. avoid parts of the city r^¡iÈh a lotof

12. keep a filst aid kit in the hone

ts
or



I}'PORTANIVERY I}IPOII,ANTNO

coLUl'fN 2

Is it irdpoitaût fol
People to do this to
look after thei¡ health?

YES

col,t r,fN I

HEALTE HÀBIT

fix brokeû things around the house right
a\'rAy

colt lrN 3

If you checked "yes" ln Co1urm 2, please
INdICAtE ITO IMPORTÂNÎ YOU THINK this
health habit ls for looklng ¿ftel heâ1th

NOT TOO IUPORTÄNÎ

13

17. keep erûergency phoDe ûlrmbers near the Phone

14. eat r¡atural foods

15- wolk and keep busy

16. set enough sleep

18. destroy old or unused medicines

19. avoid over-the-counter nedicines

21- drink lots of nater

20. check the condítion of electrical appliances
the car. etc.

igrore health advice fron 1ay friends 'neighboürs and relatives

23. geL enough relaxatíon

ts
oì



coLuMN I

ãEÁLTE HABIT

24. watch yoür 'h'eíght

coLUltN 3

If you ehecked "yes" in colunn 2, please
lndlcâte Ê0I{ n'fPORTANT YOÛ TEINK thls
trealttr haÍlt-Tã-?õi-tããÍÏñg *rcr health

NOT TOO IMPORTÀNÎ

25. avoíd carbonated dlínks

26. driûk decafeinated coffee

30. driûk orange juicê

2i. eat p].eît:y of fruit arìd vegetables

29. doû't drÍûk alcoholic beverâges

28.. get etough exercise - jog, I.'alk' swíÌ!
datce, garden, bike ' etc.

31. spend free tífle out of doors

32. discuss heâ1th with lay frietds,
neighbours aDd Ìelatives

33. linit foods like sugar, coffee, fats' etc

34. don't 1et Ëhings get You dovm

35. wear a seat belt when in a car

IMPORTANlVERY IMPORTANÎNOYES

COLIJMN 2

Is it fnportant fol
people to do thLs to
'I ôôk after their healËh?

ts
Oì(,r
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HPBQ (PaTt TII )

Some people say thât health habits change as vre ge!

older. In order for me !o find out if this is true for you,

please make a list of things that have changeil in the past

year in how you look âfter your health. For example:

1. are there any lsw thinqs that you have started @i49
to improve or look after your health? (1ist these

bel-ow)

2. are lhere any things thal you have gqepgg doinq in

order lo irnprove or look after your health? (Iist

these below )

3. are there any things that you have started doinq more

gfls¡ in order to look after your health? (Iist these

below )

4. are there any things you have cutdown on because you

think they are harmful to your health? (tist these

below )

Besíde each of the things you have changed, please briefly
state why or what influenced you to make this change.

I NFLUENCE,/REASON,/CÀUSECHÀNGES
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llealth Protective Behavior Questionnaire Scoring

I. Complexity of the HPB pattern (HPBo - Part I, Part II)
Ar,¡areness = total number of "Yes" responses to the

quesbion "Is ít important for people to do this
in order to look after their health?" (Part I1,

Column 2, plus total number of behaviors listed
in Part I).

Importance = scaling of importânce

Very important. . . score 2

Important ..score 1

Not too imporÈant score 0

COMPLEXITY = Importance score + Awareness score

Il. Diversity of the HPB pattern (ttPBQ -Parts I, II, III)
Prior to scoring, responses from Part I of the

questíonnaire rvere categorized ínto behavioral

subsystems (Johnson's) the same as Part II.
Behavioral Subsystems :

A. Aggressive-protective ! to protect self or others

from real or imagíned ,threatening objects, personsr

or ideas; to achieve self-protection and self-assertion
(Questions 1-4, 11-13, 18-20, 24-26, 29, 33, 35'),

B. Ingestive: to take in needed resources from the

environrnent to maintain lhe integrity of the organism

or to achieve a state of pleasurei to internalize the

external environment (QuesLions 5, !4, 2!, 27, 30).

C. Àffiliative: to relate or belong to something or

someone other than oneselfi Èo achieve intimacy and



D

E

F

G
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inclusion.

Àchievement: to master or control oneself or one's

environment; to achieve mãstery and conlrol
(Questions 6, !5, 22, 34),

Restorative: to relieve fatigue; re-establishing,
replenishing, or redistributing energy. (Questions 7,

8, 16, 23, 28, 31) .

Ðependency: to naíntain environmental resources

needed for obtaining he1p, assistance, attention,
permission, reassurance, and securityi to gaín trust
and reliance (Questíons 9, 17,32).
EIÍmínaLive: to expel wastesi to externaLÍze that

which is internal. (Question 10).

Sexual: to procreatef to gratify or attrâct, to

fu1fil expectations associated with one's sex; to care

for others and be cared for by then.

VÀRIÀBILITY = the number of behavioral subsystens

represented by at least one health behavior positive

response ldata from Part I and Part rr (Co]umn 2)1.

CHÀNGE OVER TIME = total number of changes cited by the

respondent in Part III.

DIVERSITY = Variability + Change over time
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Sec t ion I1
Some people think that how we feel about ourselves rnay

make a difference to our health and the things we do to look

after our health.

Below are a few sentences describing how sone people

feel about themselves. Please read each sentence caref uIJ.y.

Then check the answer that best descríbes your feelinqs

about the statement as ít applies to yourseff. Please

answer all the items, taking care not to miss any. Answer

each question as honestly as possible - there are no right
or wrong ansr¡ers. I am interested only in your personal

feeling about each sentence as it applies to you.

1. On the whole, I am satisfied wilh myself,

IJ Strongty agree [] egree IJ oisagree IJ Strongly disagree

2. Àt times I think I am no good at all.

IJ Strongly agree [] ¡gree IJ lisagree IJ Strongly dÍsagree

3. I feel thât I have a number of good qualities.

IJ Strongly agree il agree IJ Ðisagree [! Strongly disagree

4. I am able to do things as well as most people.

il Strongly agree il ngree [] oisagree IJ strongly disagree

5. I feel I do not have much !o be proud of.

IJ Strongly agree IJ agree [] oisagree IJ Strongly disagree



6.

tl

7.

tl

8.

tl
o

tl

10.

tl
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I certaín1y feel useless at times.

Strongly agree [] egree il oisagree IJ Strongly disagree

I feel thal I am a person of worth, at least on an equal

plane with others.

strongly agree [] agree il oisagree [1 Strong].y disagree

I wish I could have more respect for rnyseJ.f .

strongly agree [] agree [] Disagree I Strongly disagree

À11 in aII, I am inclined to feel that I am a faifure.

strongly agree [] Àgree IJ oisagree IJ Strongly disagree

I take a positive attitude toward myself.

Strongly agree [] ¡gree I oisagree IJ Strongly disagree
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Scorinq for SeIf-esteem ScaIe

À. If itens 3 and 7 agree and 9 disagree'

If one of three differs from above,

If two of three or aII differ'

B If item 4 agree and 5 disagree'

Àny di f ference 
'

If agree on item L,

Di sagree,

Item I di sagree '

Àgree,

Itens 2 and 6 both disagree'

Àny difference 
'

I lem L0 agree '

Àny di f ference '

c

D

score 2

score 1

score 0

score 2

score 0

score 2

score 0

score 2

score 0

score 2

score 0

score 2

score 0

!
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Section III
Personal Information

In order to complete this study it is important for me

to learn a few things about you. Please complete this ques-

tionnaire according to the instructions provided in the

brackets. Please ansv¡er alL the questions.

Do you consider yourself to be a healthy person? (check one)

[] ves [] ¡¡o [] Hot sure

Àre you the person primarily responsible for your chíId's
care? (check one) [] yes [] No

Do you live in a: [] House [] Àpartnent [] other
(check one ) (please specify)

How many people live in your hone?_
(please state nunber )

Hov¡ many children live at home with you?_
(please stâte number )

where does your fanily on your father's side come from

originally? (check one )

[] sritish t sres

[ ] F rance

[ ] ukra ine

IJ Germany

[] ¡¡ative Canadian (tnuit, Indian, Metis)

[ ] ott et-
(please spec i fy )

3

6
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7. What is your religion? (check one)

[] Protestan! [] catholíc [] Jewísh [] None [] ot¡rer

(please slate )

What is your marital status? (check one)

IJ sin9le (never married)

[ ] t"tarried or conmon 1aw

I J Separated

[ ] oivorced

[ ] widowed

What kind of work does the main incone earner in the

family do? i.e. What ís this person's job/occupation called?
(If this person is presently unemployedf state the job

usually done when working).

(please state )

Briefly describe this person's wor

9

Þ

10. How far did you go in schooL? (check one below)

[ ] Iess than grade 9

[] grade 9 - 13 without high school graduation certificate
Il grade 9 - 13 with high school graduation certificate
[] trades school, diploma, vocational, conmunity college

or other non-university certificate or diploma

[] university certificate or diploma below bachelor level

[] university bachelor degree

Ij advanced university degree
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Ll. Who has prirnary responsibíIity for heaLth care in your home?

[] sert [] rather [] other-
(please state )

12. In what range was your total family (all wage earners)

before tax income? (check one)

[ ] under $5,000

[ ] $5, ooo - s9,999

t l $10, ooo - $14 ' 
999

[] 915,000 - $19,999

tl $20,000 - ç24,999

[] $25,000 - s34'999

[] $35,000 and over

13. ln what range was your own personal (before tax) income?

(check one )

[ ] no income

[ ] uniler $2 ' 
000

[] s2,000 - $3,999

[ ] $4, 000 - $5,999

[] s6,000 - $9,999

tl $10,000 - s14,999

[] s15,oo0 - s19'999

t l S2o, ooo - 524,999

tl $25,000 and ove r

14. What Year vrere You born?-
(PIease state )
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Section Iv

sÀ0

In the space provided below, please briefly describe ín

your own ¡lords what you think this study was aII about.



Alternative A:

Alternative B:

Alternatíve c:

r77

Soc i oec onom i c Status Scoring

sEs = (0.5 x education score) + (0.3 x

income score) + (0.3 x occupation score)

SES = (0.7 x education score) + (0.4 x

income score )

SES = (0.7 x education score) + (0.4 x

occupalion score )
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Standa rdi zed Scores for Family Income

FÀMILY INCOME! (based on Statistics Canada 1981 census data for
Þ¡innipeg)

I Cum I Cum 8-x
(+)

50++x10
JJ.5

sq' d

No i nc one
Under $5, 000
$5,000 - 9,999
L0|000 - !4,999 I
15,000 - 19,999 1
20,000 - 24,999 I
25,000 - 34,999 2
35,000 plus 2

0.2
4,2
8.0
r.2
3.0
5.2
5,2
2.6

0.2
AL

12,4
23 .6
36.6
51 .8
77.3

100.0

-38.1
-33.9
-tF o

-t4.7
-t.7

+13.5
+39.0
+61.7

1,451.61
I,149.2!

670.81
2t6,09

2.89
r82,25

1,521.00
3 ,806.89

9,ooo-'E

38.4
ao o

42.3
45.6
49.5
s4.0
61.6
68 .4

38
40
42
46
50
54
6¿
68

Mean =-TBJ

Standard Deviation = 33.59,000.75

-ã-
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Standardized Scores for Educâtion

EDUCATIONAL ATTÀINMENT: (based on Statistics Canâda 1981 census
data for women in Winnipeg who are not
presently âttending school )

I Cum I Cum?-X(f) 50++x10
Êzz

sq'd

No degree
Secondary school
graduat í on
Trades, certí f-
icate, diploma
Other non-un iver-
sity cert i f icate
or diploma
Cert i f icate or
diploma below
bachelor
Bachelor degree
Adva nc ed

54. 5

17 .6

7.r

54.5

72.r

79,2

90.7

32

43

47

-29.2

-11.6

-4.5

7.0

852.64

134.56

20,25

49.00

72,25
184.96
265,69

1;58',-s

16.22,

F411 Ã

Mean = 83;7-

Standard Deviation =

8.5
13.6
r.6.3

92,2
o? ?

100.0
5.1
z.¿

ÊE

58
60

r.579.35

b



Standa rdi zed Scores for Occupation

OCCUPÀTiONAL CATEGORIES: (based on Statisti
data for Wi nn i peg

r.8 0

cs Canada L98L census
)

z Cun B Cum 8-x
(*)

59+9x10
JI . b

sq' d

Fishing, hunting,
t rappi ng -0 . 0
Machining, etc. 2.8
Product fabr ica! ing,
assembling, etc. 8.9
Processing 2.4
Material handling 2.0
Not classi f ied 1,7
Forestry and
Iogging 0.0
Farming,etc. 1.3
Service occup's 13.3
Construction 5.0
Craft, equipnent
operatíng I.4
occupations in
religion 0.2
Mining, quarrying 0.1
Transport equipnent
operat ing 4 .0
SaIes occupations 10.7
Clerica1 22.2
Àrt.istic, lilerary 1.5
Medic ine, health 5.2
Managerial,,/admin. 7.7
Natural sciences,
engineering 3,4
Social sciences 2.1
Teaching 4.2

0.0
2.8

-45.4
-42.6

206t.16
1814.76

-6,6 43. s6

40.96
39.69

2342.56
2550,25
2992.09

35.6
36.5

36
37

65.3 65
66.0 66
67.3 67

11.7
14.1
16.1
17.8

1135.69
97 9 .69
858.49
7 6r.7 6

40
41
4l

-27.6
-26 ,3
-13.0
-8.0

7 6]-.7 6
69r .69
169,00
64.00

4i..3
4r.7
45.9
47 .5

4t
42
46
47

17.8'ìo l
32 ,4
37 .4

39.3
40.1
40 .7
41.3

-33. t
-31.3
-to ?

-27.6

5,29
0.56
6.36
0.41
r.29
5.00

38.8

43.1
53.8
7 6.0
77.5
82.7
90.4

-2.3
8.4

30.6
32.r
37 .3
45.0

7
93

1U5
139
202

47.9 48

48.0 48
48.0 48

49.3 49
52.7 53
59.7 60
60.2 60
61.8 62
64.2 64

tt

48 .4
50. 5
54,?

-6
-6

39.0
39.1

o2
OR

100

e

9
1

Mean =751ã 2ffi6

Standard Deviation = 22004.26 = 3I .6

22
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44 GLenview Avenue,
Winnipeg, Manitoba,
R2M 1I,¡2

JuJ.y 29, 1983.

Dear CoIleague:

Thank-you for agreeing to assist me with my research.

The enclosed inslrument was designed to measure the
compLexity and diversity of the health protective behavior
pattern in mothers whose children are enrolled in a pedíatric
ambulatory clinic. The behaviors represent empirically derived
conlen! and include only those behaviors that are open to
individua] definition and control i.e. they do not require the
involvenent of professionals or the health care syslen to
carry t,hem out.

Behaviors are organized to reflect Johnson's behavioral
subsystens: aggressive-protective, ingestive, affiliative,
achievement, restorative, elimínative, dependency, and sexual
behaviors (see attached for definitions).

I would appreciate your conments regarding:
(1) the grouping i.e. are the behaviors, as specified,' grouped under the most appropriate behavioral subsystem?

Q) clarity and r eadab í 1i ty
( 3 ) bias

Your comments v¡ould be appreciated by

Thank-you for your heIp.

SincereJ.y,

M.E. McKen z i e
Graduate Student
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44 Glenview Avenuè
l.Tinnipeg, Manitoba
R2MLW2

November 8, 198 3

Dear Colleague:

Thank-you for your assistance with the instrument
preparation phase of my research. Your commenls regarding
categorization, design and bias were invaluable. I
appreciated the detailed attentÍon you gave to the task.

I have now completed the data collection phase and am once
again asking for your ínput. If you find that other conmitments
rnakes this impossible I would appreciate it if you would
Iet ne kno¡{.

I have enclosed a partial list of the verbatim responses
to the part of the questionnaire whích asked the respondents to
describe "things" they thought people should do to look after
their health. Using the definitions of Johnson's behavioral
behavioral subsystens (enclosed), I would like you to indicate
r,¡hich of the behavioral subsystens ís best reflected by each
of the respondent-defined health behaviors by placing a
check rnark under the appropriate column.

Your comments would be appreciated by

Thank-you again for your help.

Sincerely,

M. E. McKenz ie
Graduate Student
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44 Glenview Àvenue
Winnipeg, Man i toba
R2M 1W2

Re: Request for Àccess to Hospital for Data Collection
I am writing to request permission to collect data in thepediatric ambulatory clinic at St. Boniface General Hospitalfor my t,hesis in the Master of Nursing program. nnclosèd

is a brief description of my proposal-añd èvidence that the
proposal. has been approved by the Ethical Review Committeeof the School of Nursing, Uníversity of Manitoba.

Mrs. J. Dic k
Vice-President, Nursing
St. Bon i face General Hospital
409 Tache Àvenue
Winnipeg, Man i toba
R2H 2A6

Dear Jan:

Encl.
cc. P. FarrelL

In order to reduce bias in t
questionnaire, I wiIl require t
Co-ordinator in the pedÍatric c
She has indicated a iríllingness
Moreover, she has indicated tha
during the intended data col1ec

he administration of lhe
he assistance of the Nursing
linic for sample selection.
to provide this assistance.

t space will not be a problem
tion períod.

Sincerely,

M.E. McKenz i e
Graduat,e Student

- I wil1, of course, be pleased to provide you with anyadditional information you may require or to meet with you atyour convenience. Thank-you for your consideration.
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This comparative descriptive study describes the activ-
ities that, people incorporate into their behavíor reperÈoire

in anticipation that they protect their health. Moreover,

it explores if there is an association between tr¡o aspects

of health protective behavÍor patterns and seff-esteen in
mothers described as clinic "attenders" and "non*attenderstr.

Rogers' (1970) theory of nursing science provides the

primary conceptual framework for the study. As such, self-
esteern, and the conplexity and diversity of health protec-

tive behavior pattern, provide a measure of human-

environment inleraction.
Än instrument to measure health protective behaviors

has been designed to measure the conplexity and diversity of

the pattern. Self-esleem will be measured using an acknowl-

edged and tested instrument. Demographic characLeristics
wiII be included for later description of sample attributes.
À single question will measure social acquiescence response

bias.

Dâta wilI be collected from 40 randomly selected

mothers from among all the mothers whose children r{ere

enrolled in lhe Hospital pedíatric âmbulatory clinic in

1982. Prior to sample selection, the clinic nurse will
describe and spliL the sampling frame into two

groups--"attenders" and "non-attenderstr. Her assistance

r¿il1 be enlisted to prepare a final sample of 20 in each

group, thereby ensuring that the researcher is unaware of
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group âssignment at the time of questionnaire adminis!ra-

tion. All subjects wiII be volunteers and wiII be fu1ly

informed of their rights as human subjects. Their signature

on a prepared consent form will indicate their awareness of

rights and willingness to participate.

Qualitative data will be summarized using content anal-
ysis. Spearman's Rânk-Correlalion Coefficient and KendaIl's

tau wiLl be used to test association. Descriptive statis-
lics will be used to surnmarize sample attributes.
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Hôpital Général - St. Bonlface
409 Tache Avenuc,
\\'INNIPEG, À{ANITOBA R2H 2Aó

General Hospl ta I
(20.1) 233-8563

83 09 13

Ms. M. E, McKenzie
44 Glenvíew Avenue
Winnipeg , Manitoba
R2M lW2

Dear Ms. MeKenzie:

I am quite irnpressed with youx nursing l'eseanch p::oposal and

feel that it is our" privilege to have you doing your study at
our" Hospital.

I extend to you the aPpnoval to use St. Boníface General HosPital
for youn data collection, I look forward to the results of your
srudy .

Sincerely '

( MrbJ ) Jan Drcr
Vice-Pnesident Nursing

em
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Room 215 Bison Building
rWinnipeg, Manitoba
C¡nada R1T 2N2

IVERS]TY OI¡ M,{NITOBA

ary E, McKenzíê
4 Glenview Avenue
innipeg, ¡{anitoba
2M L\,Iz

ear Ms. McKenzie ¡

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Re

SepÈember L' 1983

of the

Yours slncerelv.

ChrÍstlna Gow,
Chalrman, Ethieal Review

ConmÍÈtee.

ProÈect ve
Mothers.

This proposal was revLewed at the August 29th meetÍng of the EÈhÍcal Re-

iew Comniitee of Èhe School of Nursing and was approved on ethicâ1 grounds.

The ComnlÈtee raised the question of secondary anêlysis of the demo-

raphic clata, Your response was considered satlsfacÈory and no further 
. 
concerns

ere raised. The one conment related to changing the wording on Page 94 (your
xpianatton to êubjecÈs) was suggested3 rrotherwise the daËa vJill be destroyed".

The Commlltee found your conments related to the revíew on July 28th
xtremely helpful and you answered the questions satlsfactorily' Good luck
'íth your thesis,

"c/vp
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44 Glenview Avenue
Wi nnipeg, Manitoba
R2M 1W2

September 14, 1983

Mernbe r s ,
Department of Pediatrics,
St. Bon i face General Hospital,
409 Tache Àvenue,
i,linnipeg, Man i toba

Dear Membe r s :

I am writing to advise you thât I will be collecLing data
fron Lhe mothers of children ¡rho are enrolled in the pediatric
ambulatory clinic at St. Boniface General Hospital for ny
thesis in the Master of Nursing program. Enclosed is a brief
description of my proposal. The proposal. has been approved
by the Ethical Review Comrnittee of the School of Nursing,
Uníversity of Manitoba and by the Hospital.

My intention to proceed with this data collection ha
discussed with Ðrs. Kovnats and Russell. I wiIl be
to provide further information to any member of the
on rêquest. I may be reached at 257-9815 (home) or(university).

s been
pleased
department
261-5839

Sincerely,

M. E. McKenz i e
Graduate Student

EncL.
cc! ,J. Dick
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Invitâtion to Participate

He].lo, my name is Mary Elizabeth McKenzie. I am a

nurse, and as part of my course al the Uníversity of

Mânitoba I an studying what people do to look after their
health. Most previous studies in this area have focused on

v¡haL health professionâls (doctors, nurses) think people

should do to look after their health. In this study, I am

ínterested in what things nothers thínk are inportant to do

to stay heallhy. I hope that what we learn from this study

r,riIl assist people who plan and teach indíviduals and fani-
lies about health to prepare courses and progrâms that are

relevant.

In order to complete this study I need the help of some

mothers who bring their child to lhe pediatric âmbulatory

care facility at St. Boniface Hospital. The nurse at the

Hospital told me thât you night be wi.Ilíng to help.

If you agree to help me, it si1l involve fíIling out a

questionnaire that will take about 45 mínutes of your time.

The questionnaire is divided into three main sectiens. The

first section has three parts and deals $ith heatth habils.
The second deals with your feeling about yourself as a

person, and the third contains questions regarding general

facts about yourself. The first two sections are needed to

Iearn from you about the central theme of this study. They

wiIl provide you with an opportunity to both reflect on what

things you think are important to health and to explore some
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things that other people have said are important. The third
section is needed to see vrhether the sludy groups are

similar to Winnipeg mothers with regard to age, education,

etc. I wish to emphasize that lhere are no right or wrong

answers to any of these questions. Moreover, since your

name will not be on the questionnaire, the answers you give

will remain completely confidential.
the decision to participate is entirely yours. If you

do not wish to participate, it ¡{i11 not influence you or

your child's care in any way. Clinic staff will not be

informed of your decision, nor will any notation be made on

your chíJ.d's clinic record. À decision to participate
should not inconvenience you in any wây.

If you agree to fill out the questionnaire, I can

ârrange to meet you before or after your child's next ACF

appointment, in your home, or so¡newhere else of your

choosing. If you choose to conplete lhe questionnaire at
the ÀCF, a private room will be provided for you. I will
attend to your child or children while you filt out the

questionnaire. If, by your participation, you incur any

additional expenses (such as parking) you will be rein-
bur sed .

If you have any questions lhat you would like answered

before rnaking a decision to particípate, I wouLd be pleased

to answer lhese for you now. If you fínd that you have

other questions later on, please do not hesitate to call me

at home at 257-9815 or at the University ãt 261-5839.
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IVERSITY OF MANITOB,{ SCHOOI, OF NURSING Room 2ì5 Bisoo Building
!linnipeg, Manitoba
Cânada R3T 2N2

Dea r

r am writlng to conflrm the arrangemenÈs l{te discussed on the telephone.

onthephoneltoldyoulwasanurse'IãmstudylngattheUniversity

of Manitoba and need sone mothers to helP ne to learn nore about the things

people do to stay healthy' You lndicated thaÈ you woutd be wll]ing to helP

by fillÍng out a questionnalre. You suggested that it would be most convenient

to do so

(1) at the ACF bef ore your child's nexÈ aPPolntment on-at-

(2) at Ëhe ACF af ter your childrs next aPPointment on at-'

(3) at your

(4) other

home t.

Once again I want to assure you that your naue wil-l- never be used'

Thank-you for agreeing to ParticiPate. 1f for any reason the arrangenents

wetve made need to be changed or lf you change your mind about PartíciPating'

I would appreciate iÈ if you could telePhone IDe at 257-98L5 or call the ACF

nurse at St' Bonlface Hospital (237-2282).

SlncerelY '

M. E. McKenzle
Graduate Student
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AÞprisal of Riqhts

My nane is Mary Elizabeth McKenzie. I am a nurse and,

as part of ny course at the University of Manitoba, I an

studying what people do to look after their health. Most

previous sludies in lhis area have focused on what heal-th

professionals (doctors, nurses) think people should do to

keep healthy. In this study, I am interested in what things

mothers think are important to do to stay healthy. I hope

that what we learn from this study vrill assist people who

plan and teach individuals and f arnilíes about heâIt.h to
prepare courses and programs that are relevant.

Äs I lold you previously, I need the help of 40 mothers

who bring lheir child(ren) to lhe pediatric clinic at St.

Boniface General ttospital. At that time you agreed to
participate. Do you have any further questions before I
proceed to review what wiLl be expected of you and what

measures wilt be taken to ensure that you ¡rill not be incon-

veníenced? Àt the concLusion of this instruct,ion I wil.1 be

asking you to confirn your wíllingness to participate by

signing a consent f orm.

Participation in thís study nilI involve fiLling out a

questionnaire that will take aboul 45 minutes of your time.

The questionnaire ís ilivided into three main sections. The

first section has three parts and deals with health habits.
The second deals with your feelings about yourself as a

person, and the third contains questions regarding general
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facts about yourself. The first two sections are needed to

learn from you aboul the centrâI theme of this study. They

wiIl provide you wíth an opportunity to both reflect on what

things you think are inportant to health and to explore sone

things that other people have said are irnportant. The third
section is needed to collectively descríbe characteristics
of the nothers who participate in this study for later
comparison with all the women in Winnipeg. I wish to again

emphasize that there are no ríght or lrrong ansvrers to any of

the guestions. Moreover, since your nane will not be on the

questionnaire, answers you give will rernain completely

confidential.
The decision to parlicipate is êntirely your own. If

you do not wish to pârticipate it will not influence you or

your child's care in any way. Clinic staff will not be

informed of your decision, nor will any notation be nade on

your child's clinic record. À decision, on your part, to

part,icipate should not inconvenience you in any way. I wiII
be pleased to attend to your child(ren) while you complele

the questionnaire. Those who have opted to complete the

questionnaire in AcF, wilI be reimbursed for any expenses

(e.9. parking) you may incur.

So tha! the identity of aII the mothers who parlicipate
wiII remain confidential, please do 4! write your name or

place any other identifying marks on your guestionnaire.

After you have completed the guestionnairef placê it in the

envelope provided and seal it.
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The information you provide on the questionnaire will
be analyzed and reported together with that of all the other

mothers participating in the study. In this way no will
ever know how you, as an individual, answered the questions.

OnIy myself and three professors at the University will ever

see the guestionnaires. Should the information obtained

fron the mothers be especially helpful , it may be retained

under lock and key by the researcher for future analysis by

the researcher only. Other¡císe the data will be destroyed

by shrediling one year after the completion of this study.

If you agree to participate you are asked to indicate
your decisíon to do so by signing the attached consent form.

You wiLl be gíven the duplicate and I will be keeping the

original. Should you at any time thereafter decíde you do

not wan! to participate, you are, of course, free to do so.

If you have any questiohs about this study, what is
expected of you, or what wíIl be done with the infornation,
I wí1l be pleased to anslrer your questions. Should you have

queslions later on you may call me at 257-9815 (home) or at
261-5839 (Schoot of Nursing, University of Mânitoba).

If you have any suggestions on how the procedure could

be rnade easier and more convenient for you, I would appre-

ciate it if you would tell me. Thank you.
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If you would Iíke a summary of the results of this
study, please complete the following informaÈion.

NAME !

ÀDDRESS:

POSTÀL CODE:



I,
have t,o

health

I
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Consent

do and agree to participale
understand what I wi 1.1

in the study of peoples

habi t s.

have received a written and verbal explanation of the

study and understand thât I will be filling out a question-

naire.

I understand that my decision to participate is volun-

tary and that I have the option to withdraw my participation
at any point. I understand that such. a decision will in no

way affect the care my child receives at this clinic.
My signature indicates thaL I am informed and that I

âgree to particípate as a volunteer respondent.

Dâte Signature of Respondent

Date Signature of Researcher

Mary Elizabeth McKenz ie

Phone: 257-9815 ( home )

261-5839 (uníversity)
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ÀTTENDERS NON-AITENDERS

PERSONAL INFLUENCES (seIf motivation, desire to feel
better, symptom rel ief )

. Àggress ive-protect ive

-tired of carrying extra -I couldn't sleep right
weight around at night

-had gained too much weight -to relieve arthritis
symptoms

-I r,¡as too heavy
-I have bad teeth
-to reduce the weight on
my arthr it ic knees

-the scale shorçed I was
too heavy

-stop over doing it (if r
take the entrophen, it
takes the pain away and
lhen I over do it)-to relieve gall bladder at.tacks

-relieve an a l lergy

B. I n9e st ive
-I needed outsíde interests

-had too high caffeine intake
-I was putting on weight
-(pork) doesn't agree with me

-was putting on too much body
fluid

-I was i11

-I feel a high C content
is good

-it makes good sense when
I 'm so busy

-I became more aware

-it reduces morning
stiffness

-cof fee made me too
nervous

-I was gettíng too many
colds

-I believe in developí ng
my f u1I potential (stated
twice by one respondent
with respeciu to 2 dÍfferent
changes )

C. Affiliative
-I wanted to get out to meet.
peopl e

Àchi evement
-I want,ed to develop a new skill
-myself

Restorat ive
-I needed time for mysel-f
and husband

-I had become house-bound

-to lose weight, & get in
shape after surgery

-to reIíeve 1eg cramps

-I couldn't get up in
the morning

-I was having trouble
with my bac k

-I feel a Iot better
now lhat I exerc i se

-to get the exercise I

-going to the Spa alone
is bor i ng

D
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-myself-to lose we i ghl
-myself
-to recover fron ga).I bladder
sur9ery

-so I can be nore alert to
enjoy my son

-I have more time--the kids
are older and in school

-I needed more exerc í se
-for relaxation--time out
for nyse I f

need for my arthritis
in t,he knee

-to help my arthritis
-t,o Iose we ight
-I feel better afterwards

-to keep weight off
-it makes me feel better

( less depressed )-for ny nental health
-to keep weight off

-to care for my
hyperthyro idi sm

F. Dependency
-mysel f
-myself--to protect
-myself--for general

c. EI imi nat i on

H. Sexual

my teeth
hea l th

II. MEUI A
À

c

. Àggress ive-protect i ve
-read it was bad for your body
-read it was bad for your
teeth and health

. Ingestive

-advert i s ing
-pubI ic media--learned
it was saf er

-read thí s is healthy
for you

Restorative
-med i a
-med i a

III. FEAR
Aggressive-protect ive

-I have just got a top plâte
and want to keep my own
bottom teeth ice)

-you can get lung disease
-safety from ny

hu sba nd
-concern about my ì.ungs
-lo prevent ulcers

*too many additives
and preservatives are
harmf u1

-you can
-af ra id o
gi rI (tw

et cancer
losing my

I
t

B. I ngest íve
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IV. TNTERPERSONÀL
À. Àggress ive-protêc t íve

-doctorrs advice -rny kids and friends
were harassing me

-denrisL,s advice ro rrear -å:"f:r?3 advice
gun problems

-a friend -pregnancy notívation
-husband and farnily -ãea[ft of-rny father-society - body image -the dentisi and dental

hygieníst don'! want
me to get dental decay

-pr e gnâ nc y
-don't h'ant ny children to have it
-to be a good influence on the children
-because as the children get older,
I have more t ime

B I ngest ive
-needed to supplement family -to meet the demandsfinances of a heavy schedule
-my mother said it, was good for ne
-because I am nursing a baby
with mí 1k allergies

-a friend told me I was gaining
too much we i ght

-our f irst child arrived
-for the health of my son

Àffiliative
-friends
-to develop a real closeness
with my baby

D. Achievement
-the old doc tor ' s
diagnosis didn't
seem ríght to ne

E. Restorat ive
-husband started it -a friend-doctor's advice -other people at work-I started to feel betler -to get thé necessary
about myself reláxatÍon now that

I have more chi ldren
-my friend and godmother -to cope with rny busy

-our rirsr child arrived -.;:n:f,TT:.""(stated twice by one respondent )-I have more time to do it now

-to be with my friends




